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FOREWORD
Th:_ report describes the work performed on Task Order M-ME-TLB-C-2 and Amend- --
merit 2 to Comract NAS 8-818, "The Study of the Corrosion of Metal_ for Saturn. " This
is the final repox_ on the subject contract. The experimental program was perfn_med
by the materials research group, General Dynamics/Astronautics under _e s,,_nsor,- ,_
: ship of the Fabrication and Assembly Engineerh_g Oi_ision, technical Liaison Office,
Marshal Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ambama.
The Task Order extends the effort on the inw_,stigation of the electropnlishing prceess
,: ned protective coating systems for stainless steel propellant ducting and c _mponents
: init_uted under the prior Task Order of _,his study program,
The work discuss,_ in this report was performed during the pericxl from 15 March 1962
to 31 December 1962.
PREPARED BY_. _/_ APPROVED BY _.
., E.W. Gross A. Hurlich
: Project Leader Chief, Materials and
Structures Research
l
V. A. Babits H.F. Dunholter
" Manager of Research Director of Research and
Advanced Technology
i
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ABSTP_CT
Type 321 and Type 302 stainless s_eels and certain high-n_ckel alloys which include
Incongl 718, ttaztelloyC, and Ren_ 41 w,_.re electropolished in a series of formulated
and vendor baths. After electropolishing_ 8amples were subjected to investigation
and analyses including salt spray, salt a_mosphere, and seacoast environmen_ corro-
sion tests, profilometer, and weight-loss meas,lrement tests, The immersion aLd_
impingement methods of electropolishing were evaluated for tree on propellant dueting
and flexible me*_a! ho_es and sections of bellows. Electrepolishirg greatly increases
the resistance of stainless steels to corrosion, and its use is recommended for this
purpose. Nine types of organic coatings were eva._.uated for protection of propellant
ducting at cryogenic tempe*'ature_. Air-drying epoxy and acrylic _orrnulations were
found satisfactory for large assemblies that cannot be baked, and a heat curing
modified silicone resin was found tc be.'best for small assemblies or parts that can
be baked.
_.e impingement method of electropolishing, whereby large parts (any dimensions)
can be polishcd, was proven successful. This constitutes a breakthrough in electro-
polishing since it eliminates the use of tanks, which are necessarily limited in size
and capacity. _ /
v/vi
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
_t was found during a previous study under this contract (1) that elec'_ropolisbiug
eliminates the selective corro_Jive attack so noti,_eable in the heat-affected zone of
stainless steel weldments. It was also noted that certain organic formu!ationa used
as protective surface coatings, stood up well b_ cyclic tests from room temperature
to -320°F when applied to stainless steels, a_J that they provided remarkable resist-
_n_e to corrosion. Task Order M-ME-TLB-C-2 was outlined to obtain additional
information on the electropolishing process s_d protective coatin_ systems for possible
use on Saturn propellant ducting.
The Task Order was divided into two phases: Phase I: investigation and Analysis of
Electropolishing Processes; and Phase II, Evaluation of Protective Coating Systems
for Saturn Ducting. An amendment was added to the T_'_k Order to investigate the
feasibility of electropolishing large components by the impiagement method, and to
iv_iude ";nthe program the electropolishing of certain high-nickel alloys. This work
was completed as a continuation of Phase I.
Adequate rinsing is an important phase of the electropolishing process. Corrosion
staivjng in many instances can l_ attr.4buted to improper rinsing after electropolishing.
Therefore, rinsing techniques were investigated during this program.
Pretreatment cleaning cycles prior to electropolishtng were evaluated. They included
solvent cleaning, alkaline cleaning: chemical pickling, and w_por honing. These are
reported fully in AppendLx B.
'.J_ne_ollowiug photomicrog-'-aphs show c_early the advantages to be gained with e!ectro-
polishing. Th_ photographs are oftwonorma1321 stainless steel samples (picgled and
passivatcd; magnification, 6000 times). Note that in the electropoli_hed sample (show_
on right) l_tential corr0s_on site_ have been virtually eliminated.
°_ '
._ ,. _ •....
, _.. __ .... ¢_,_ _,¢. -: _ '-_ _
1
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I.1 DETAILED ANALYSIS AI_I)EVALUATION OF ELECTROPOLISHING SOLUTIONS
(pHASE IA). Electropolisblvg baths commor_y in use in this co_nt_-_y are compesed of
sulfuric, phosphoric, _ chromic acids{Z). Since sulfuric or phosphoric acids are the
major constituent_, the baths ate referzed to as th_ suhS_ric-phosphoric type. Per-
chloric-acetic auhydride baths are also used commercially, especially in Europe.
This t)_e of bath is mentioned because it I._)lishes a wider range of different me_als.
Jacquet (3) obtained considerab!e success w_.'._ a ,-.nL-_are of perch!oric acid and acetic
anhydride. Young and Brytczuk (4) reportsd reflec_ivity as high as 40 percent using
the perchlor',c batch, while 32 percent was the highest rep,',rted value using the sulfuric-
phosphoric mixture. (See Figures 1, 2, and 3.)
40
LEGEND /_
__COMPOSITION
....... CUm_ENT Perchloric acid and acetic anhydride
DENSITY
3o , baths have not been accepted for comraer-
/I c*al work in thiscountry, for these
/i reasons:
,_ 20
u a. Perchloric acid is a very strong
oxidizer and canbecome a safety
---" hazard because of its violent reaction
lo to mixing.
I'"'/_ b. These baths require a low ope:_ating
temperature (not over 30°C), which
0 ___ J necessitates the use of relAgeration.
100 90 80 70
ACETIC ANHYD_dDE (_) C. These electrolytes are more
c _o 20 3o expensive.
PERCHLORIC ACID (%)
0.5 !.0 i.5 2.0 Therefoi-e, this investigation wss re-
CL_nENT DENSITY strJeted to the standard sulfuric-
(AMPSPER SC_UAREINCH) phosphoric type bath presently used on "
Figure 1. Reflectivity as It Is Affected: 1) by stainless steels.
the ComposRion of the Solution (Perchlor_c -
Acetic) and 2) by Current Density,
I.2 LIh_TING CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY THE DESIGN OF 'rileTEST S.PE_CIMEN
IPHASE IB). Propellant components (cousisting of bellows, with open and closed con-
volutes, flexible metal hoses of vari_,us diameters, ducting, and disconnects) were
typical test parts that were electropollshed and subjected to accelerated c,Jrrosion
tests. These were selected because they incorporated the sizes, geometries, recessed
AE63-0013
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11 l LEGEND areas, etc. which ale found in standard
19 ://"/=_'- '1 --H3PO4-H2SO 4 missile propulsion systems. Auxiliary
/'_/ _ ! CORM%_SITION cathodes were designed to determine the-- :\ _ -- .... ADDITION OF limitatio,s of el etropolishing recessed
" /, \ _ ._oTO_PARTS_eas./
'\ i\ 1 PART H2SO4 Previously, the size of parts which
,.- i _, H3PO 4 AND
_,_ 5 *}l _ I the sizl_ °_ tan[_ av_l_le in e°ml_e r-
_ 4 I " cial electropolishing facilities. There-
_ '_, _ fore, m'_iavestigation of the impinge_3 '. J \ ment ethod of electropolishing was
2 i _l _ conducted. By this method, aa electro-\ Iyte is forcedthrough a perforated
\_ ' c_-thode nozzle and impinged directly
I
c on the article to be polished. This
_0o 75 50 25 0 method eliminates the need fo : an
H3PO4 (_) electropolishing installation that pro-
0 25 50 75 100 rides immersion in a _nk (of a speei-
H2SO4(%) fled size) filled with solution. Thus.0 25 50 75 100
electropolishing by the impingement
H20 _)
method can be accomplished quickly
Figure 2, The Effect on Reflec;ivity of Varying the OD any part, regardless of size.
Amounts of Phosphoric and Sulfuric Acids in the Bath.
35
311
25 ---
,., _0 _ .... cuRv_c _ --_
15 ,_
IoI I
CURVE A 1 2 3 4 5
TIME (M/NUTES)
CURVE B 1 2 3 4 5
CURRENT DENSITY (AM_ PER SQUARE INCH)
CURVE C 20 40 60 80 100
TEMPERATURE (° C)
Figtae 3. Effect of Time, Current Density and Temperature on Reflectivity.
3 :_
A-_.,..,_ ......... , • "
......r;, I".... [
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1.3 THE EFFECT OF ELECTROPOLISHING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
(PHASE IC). Engineering requirements (General Dynamics/Astronautics Specification
0-750-89) states that electropolishing shall not adversely _fect phys;cal strength and
• duc*._lity properties of the parts involved. The effect of _16ctropolishing on the
mechanical prope_ies of austenitic stainless steels and Type 321 and Type 304 stain-
less-steel 'alloys was studied at 78°F and -320°F.
1.4 PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS (PHASE __). The for.,nulatio:_ _ler conside_ °-
ation are relatively durable protectiv e coatings ineiuding FEP Teflon, Vinyiidene
fldo,--ide, silicones, and modified alkyds. Air-dry formulations ouch as epo_,, acrylic,
polym:ethanes, and modified nitro-cellulcse, all presently used on missile components,
are also included in the evaluation.
During the test program, evalua_or_ were made of hardness, fle.-dbflit_, adhesion,
resistance to c_eaning solvents, and resistance to water immersion, The ability to
withstand cryogenic cycling from -320°F to room temperature w_thout loss of adhesion
to stainless steel was a prime requisite of all the coatings tested.
k
i | .l_ .....
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SECTION 2
MATERIALS
The materials under study were limited to Type 321 and Type 304 stainless steels and
certain high-nickel alloy materials presently being considered for use in the Saturn
propellant ducting system.
2_ 1 BASE METALS. The stainless steels used in this investigation conformed to
AIS_ compositional l_mits and to MIL-S-6721B. The stainless steel specimens were L
composed of:_pe 32! and Type 304 ELC (Extra Low Carbon). The tempers studied
in each alioy were:
a. AISI Type 321, annealed, in form of 3/8-inch diameter rod, 4-inch diameter
tubing, in sheet form.
b. AISI Type 304 ELC, annealedl in form of 3/8-.inch diameter rod, in sheet form.
c. AIS] Type 304 ELC, in 70-percent cold-worked sheet.
Since certain of the high-nickel alloys are being considered as base materials for .:
liquid propellant ducting and components, in combination with the above alloys, investi-
gations were also conducted on Inconel 718, Inconel X, Hastelloy C, and Rene' 41 alloys
in the _orm of annealed sheet.
All welds were butt welds made xvith the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) method. The high-
I
nickel alloys include Inconel 718, Inconel X, Hmstelloy C, ,rod Rene 41. The nominal
chemical compositions and thicknesses of all alloys are listed in Table I.
2.2 ELt_CTROLYTES. Five vendor and five baths formulated by General Dynamics/
Astronautics were used in this investigation. The five vendor baths were:
Ntunber 1. Electro Glo "300" by Electro-Gto Co., 621 Kolmar Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois.
Solution: Phosphoric-Sulfuric acid type (concentrations not re_,ealed)
Cathode: Lead
Voltage: 4 to 9 volts
Current D_nsity: 50 to 216 amps/square foot
TemperatuIe: 110 to 135°F
: Number 2. Electro-Gleam 55 by MacDermid Corp., Waterbury 20, Connecticut. i
Solution: Phosphoric-Suifuric acid type (concentrations not revealed)
Cathode: Lead ?_
c
Voltage: 7 to 15 volts _:
Current Density: 100 to 300 amps/square foot _
Temperature: 160 to 200°F _:
....... _] ,,i± ...... --" i:._'_ ....= .... .... . _. :-;_-.-.._, _,,_._._ ._._,.._-_..:.,, - _,._ _ _ .. ,...., .... ,L_,,..,,,j
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_; N,.unber 3. Battelle 41/_5 Electropolishing Solution for St_.inless Steel by Battelle
_:- Me_orial Iustitute, Columbus 1, Ohio.
'- Solution: Phosphoric-Sulfuric ac,_l type (concentrations not revealed)
Cathode: Lead
Voltage: 7 to 15 volts
Cur-rent l_asity: 300 to 450 amps/square foot
r_f_O_-,Tcm_raturc: 190 tc _._ -
Number _;. An undesignated solution (employed for larger components) by Electro
Process and Engineering Corp., 3375 Hancock Street, San Diego 10, Calif.
Solution: l_hosphoric-Suguric acid type (concentrations not revealed)
Cathode: Copper
Voltage: 7 to 15 volts
Current Density: 100 to 300 amps/square foot
Temperature: 125 to 140°F "-
Number 5. Molectrics, inc., 459 N. Eucalyptus Ave., Inglewood 3, California.
SolutJ, on: Phosphoric-Sulfuric acid type (concentrations not revealed)
Cathode: Copper
Voltage: 7 to 15 volts
Current Density: 100 to 300 amps/square foot
Temperature: 125 to 150°F
The fi ve baths formulated by General Dymunies/Astronautics were:
Number 6. Sol.ion: 40 percent (by weight) orthophosphoric acid
52 percent glycerine (specific gravity 1.26)
8 percent water
Cathode: Stainless steel
Voltage: 4 to 5 volts for new snlution, but on aging, rises to
7 to 8 volts
Current Density: 72 amps/square foot
Temperature: 230°F (±9 degrees)
Number 7. Solution: 15 percent (by weight) sulfuric acid
70 p_rcentorthophosphoricacid ,.
15 percentwater
Cathode: Copper
Voltage: 3 _o15 volts
Current Density: 'T2 to 216 amps/square foot -
• Temperature: 180 to 190°F -
_
ili .6
' _ _,.,_,-_, _.._ .... _.. .................................. _ _ __ _ __ .... _._1 ....
.... -' . , ,, - ' ,, ,,_ _,',_ ._..",q,: ' , -','
_,,-,. -.,_ ,,_ _.:,,. ._._-.,,. . ,. _:_:_..., ",._... . ..,. ... , .., ", _: . -., _ -. x,,_,,, ,_-,,_ ,,;',._._" ._.:_,._,. _, _._ _._
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Number 8. Solution: 57 percent (by weight) orthophosphoric acid
20 percent sttt[aric acid
1-1/2 percent chromic acid +
21-1/2 percent water ::
Cathode: Copper
Voltage: 3-I/2 volts '_ "A
Current Density.: 228 ;,raps/square foot
Temperature: 12,5 to 150°F
Number 9. Solution: 55 p*;rcent (by weight) glycolic acid
30 pc-cent sulfuric acid
15 peroent water
Cathode: Copper ?
Voltage: 3-.1/2 volts + -
Current Density: 228 amps/'square foot
Temperature: 180°F i,
: )
Number 10. Solution: 65 percent (by weight) orthophos_horic acid _ _"
15 percent sulfuric acid
6 percent chromic acid !
14 percent water _:
Cathode: I,ead
Voltabe: 4 to 10 volts
Current Density: 300 amps/square foot
Tempe ature: 120 to 150°F
2.3 PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS. The protective coating systems included in
this study are:
Manufacturer's
Type, of Resin Manufacturer Designaticn
Fluoroethylene propyi_ne DuPont Co. FEP-120
Phenolic fluorocarbon copolymer Acheson COlloids Co. Emralon-310
Vinylidene fluoride Uennsalt Chemical Co, RC-2525 m
Silicone (modified) Glidden Paint Co. _'Nubelon-S
EPOXy AndrewBrown Co. A423 __
Acrylic Shei-win-Williams Co. M49WC8
Polyurethane " D.ndrew Brown Co. MIL-C-27227
NitroCellulose W.P. Fuller Co. MIL-C-7178
Alkyd (modified) Andrew Brown Co. MIL-E-7729 _ _
_,.._7,_-_;,'-,_,:......_-.-::_+,:::.....=.--_:_+'_:_,_,.,a'_.:,i_._-++._,_<._.::....... . :,._.!_iI' t,,.+J.......... ".... . ,', ,- +, .'....... .-,-- ,-....::... :T7!": "..... .e.... ,' '
m t "i$ wll + 'mi_tmmmmm _m m _ m ,_ m
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._ All materials were commercial preparations with the excel_ion of the vinylidene I
_ fluoride zaaterial, which was prepared by straining Penr_alt 1_2525 resin through a m
2-i/2 mm sieve, adding 70 grams of the ,_trained resin to 3.9 grams of titanium d:oxide,
and then emulsifying to application consistency with approximately 800 ml of dimethyl-
_etamide.
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SECTION 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES '_
The experimental procedur2s used in this prog_'am were, in the main, deveJoped
expressly for this program by General Dynamics/Astronautics. i
3.1 THE ELECTROPOLISHING TEST CELL. An electropolishing test cell was
developed for use in this program, The concepts involved in this cell were form_ated
by Bertein (11); however/'these concepts and Bertein's miniature and inaccurate device
have been altered and developed (during thisprogram) tu ,'.il the test cell is now _an •
effective measuring device. This test cell eliminates the voluminous research f_rmerly -
required to determine the op_immaa operating conditions for polishing solutions chosen
:for chemical considerations. : :
On appIying_,a fixed"current to this newly developed ceil the _anode (which is _e'_-losod "I (
by a glass shield) shows zones of varying surface finish.. Inspectioh' indicates whether
the solutionis suitable for polishing. The optiraum ranges of current density can be _ ,:, _-
estimated rdughly from the pesition and ;lengLh of the satisfactor}ly polished zones, _ :
since the glass shield prevents the current from acting on the anode except by going ii
around the glass shield. - See Figures 4 and 5. :
The cell has a four-liter capacity; it uses, atwo-inch diameter glass tube as a mask $
and a 3/8-inch diameter stainless-steel rod as an anode. The glass mask is sub-"
• 2
merged one inch below the solution and the polish on the ataodic rod (set up as an/ _: _ •
extension of the polishing zone) is evaluated. The beaker (with a circular eathc_le of
.f
Copper, lead, or stainless steel depending on the pa_icular electrolyte involved) can
serve as a small electropolishing tank if the glass-mark assembly is removed. Sectfons
.of 4-inch diameter tubing (3 inches by 4 inches) were poilshed in the various electro-
lytes with.this arrangement and subsequently tested.
.Type 304 and 320 stainless stee_. Samples 10 inches long and 3/8 inch in diameter were _
used in the test cell to obtain current density versu,_ amperage curves for the test
solutions. _Results are plotted in Figures 6 and 7.
/ : .
3.2 ELECTROPOLISHING BY IMPINGEMENT. A method of ele0tropelishing fiat _ :
sheets and cylindrically shaped objects bypumping an_electrolyte/through the cathode __--_ i
and impinging it on the object tc be electropolished, Which i_ m_de anodic, was _mt up
at the Electro Process & Engineering Corp., under the technical direction of the _
Materials Research Croup, General DYnamics/Astronautics. /The impingement -_
electropolisbing equipment and procedures developed by General Dynamics Astronautics //
represent considerable imProvement and simplification of a process developed pT'e- _
viously by Yuganson (8). : ., . ,_ •
: 9
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The method consists of pumping.
;' , : solution through a h_se to which
• " • .. . ' _.- . _ ,_ anozzle contalning a pergorated
_' "" . "- -_"": _ -" " --_ disc is attached. The disc is
' - g"i "' ' " :" : " " '
• _ _ . .. perforated to allow solution
, .. _ ...\ . _._ _ " ' flow on tc the surface to be ,
•' .... . ;' electropelished. Current is
__ ..... _ '.......................... ';_-_ supplied to the disc by a bott-_.ype
, _ _,,:_. - __. : , "_'_ connection which is cormected to
_-%_ "_ • the negative pole of a _enerator.
. ' - _ ,¢;4,/' " The positive lead is connected
" ._°-. to the object to be ele_tropolisbed,
r _, f ,.
"" :. " \ " A clearance is mNntNned be-; F-
:" " ;_ ' "- tween the cathode.aud the _urface :
_ " ' ' to be polished by a layer of., _ ,;
'_" "J _ porous fiberglass cloth. The
.. ' '... , solution saturates the fiberglass
_ .- ' " ' _ _l fills t_e gap betw6en the work ,.
. ._ _ . . _ and the cathode, c0mFleting re-
'., si_-tance aod, consequently, the
"- .... ' -. ./' _ anode c_(rren t densi*_y./ i
:; By this me_od, ¢)ectropolishing
_'igure 4. Glass Mask and Anode Used in Elects' _- of the surface directly ,under the
_, polishing Cell, This app;_ratus indicates _e bright cathode is possible. Rotating the
range of the electrolyte.
work or the cathode selectively __-"
poli_,hes the surface without restriction to the length or width of the part to be processed.
'_ A set of operating conditions have been determined by tests that successfully electro- "'
polish stainless. _tee];_ _",_,,o,'_.__ _._, the process is not restricted to any particular alloy. .
' The operating conditions (see)_.gure 8A and 8B) include:
, . a. Coutrol of the tempor_m:e of the electrolyte.
i b. Solution flow-rate, time of polishing or metal removal rate. /
c, Cathode head speed.
i d. Distancebe_ween cathode and anode. •
_ _ e. Current denatty.-
_ 3,_3 ELECTROPOLISHING THROUGH THE USE OF ULTRASONICS. A 4 KW NARDA
"i u'*.rasonlc unit (laboratory model, 5-gallon capacity, transducers In bottom, of tank) ';
wa_ uded in high-freqaency ultrasonic electropo.tishing experiments. Test specimens
_ 10
_ ' " _ __'_L : '" :_:" "-'-'..-- -- " 1 _ . -- ---- " I
• "-:........ ," , .'.,.._,_'......,.,,. ,;," _,_,_:_,_'.4_._ _m,_.',,g_.__L_,,
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Figure 5. EleetropolishJng Test Cell. This eell wa_ dd_eloped es,-_eially for ! '
this progralh. The cathodes are made of either copper or lead.
were eiectropolished • . a phosphoric-sulfuric electrolyte with the anit "on" and the_
electropelished with the unit "oZff. Ultrasonics did not improve polishi'_ to any
significant degree at high _requencies; however, the scope of this contract did not
permit experimentation extensive enough to enable any conclusions about ultrasonic _+
electropelishing to be made.
i
Transducers +attached to the sides of the tank convert high-frequency electrical energy "
into high-frequency sound waves. The sound waves travel through the liquid in a
direction perpendicular to the face of the transducer. &s the scvnd waves travel
through _he liqui_ they create an invisible stream of sub-microscbpic bubbles which
constantly form and ¢_11_pse, bombarding the surface of thepart. The most effective _
stored-wave frequeucy is dependent, to a great extent, on the contour of the part. At
" 7
higher frequencies the stream of bubbles become more directional and _ravel in
narrow path. In this form, they are partic_arly effective in reaching deep, narrow
recesses. More exper_nentation is required ?,odetermire the correct frequency and ._
time to allow the bubbles to grow to _he most effective size. _
3.4 !_I_I_.iNGPROCEDUREs. An evaluation of various rinsing methods was conducted
including effect of _ap water_ deionized water, and chromates in Za_ng Surface_ after _
_ electropolishin_.._ . - , "+_n
_._.:---.,_................ ,.,.. .,.,..,.._-,-_:___; ,++.,_.....,.. . ......... .,,:..,,.-, : ,, :._-.._ ,.+_
•., ' ...... .,..-,-__,.._.__ _._.'F_,, .... . " ' " " "_'':" ' ' : + "_' " _isa-_., . • '. ,,,,-.... .',_.: - ,-, .......",_'._'-',:.o ..,....-.'L"..' .'_',_ "., ,".:_.,-.,-;"_.<:._<,'.':' ,,.:':-_._.."-',._."
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Figure 8A. The Impingement Process. Here, a lscg _- fiat
sheet, that would be polisP,ed only with difficulty by _e 1miners-
ion method, is polished .rosily with the impi_gvment mo:,hod.
Figure 8B. Productzon Parts Electropolished by Impingement. _
Some part_ were polished and some unpolished for purposes of
comparison. Note the superior brightness of the electropol-
._shed parts. The longest p__-t shown is 5 feet in longth.
.?
._
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_ Th_ rinsing meth, xis evaluated were:
a. Rinse Method No. 1:
1. Tap-water immersion followed by a forced tap-water rinse at room temperature.
2. Immersion in a solu_*ion containing 10 percent sulfm'lc acid plus 2 percent
sodium dichromate at 70 to 90°F. _nis removes a slight _O._.y haze _ich
somet',Jnes forms on the surface of the work after the part has been rinsed.
3. Warm t_p-water _nse to facile{ate drainage.
4. Heated demineralized-water rinse to eliminate water spotzing.
b. Rinse Method No. 2:
I. Tap-water immersion followed by a forced tap-water rinse at room temperature.
2° Demlce.rablzed-water rinse at room temperature.
c. Rinse Method No. 3:
1. Tap-water immersion followed by a foxed tap-wa_cr rinse at room temperature.
2. Sodium bicarbonazc and demineralized water rinse.
3. Demtneralized-water ri_e at room temperature.
d. Rinse Method No, 4-
1. Tap-water immersion foUowed by a fur_ed tap-_ter rinse at room temp,_rature.
2. Heated demineralized-water r_nse.
The test samples were dried with clean, filtered forced air and/or nitrogen gas. One
set was dried in a vacuum oven (20 inches of Mercury) at 230°F, the other set dried at
230°F (no vacuum).
Baths were selected to r_present the widest variation of chemical formulations used in
stectropolis,hing during this program. The overlapped test specimens were then sub-
jected to salt spray tests and examined for corrosion staining, corrosion pitting, and
residual salts left. in the faying surface. All test specimens were electropolished for
three minutes at 2 amps/square inch at the temperature recommended for each indi-
vidusl bath.
3.5 METAL _MOVAL BY ELECTROPOLISHING. Determination of the amount of
metal removed by electropoLtshing was accomplished with a number of methods. To
obtain information on the comparative rates of metal rvmoval achieved in various
electropolish_ng baths, duplicate _amples of 3 inch long rodJ,_,3/8 inch in diameter, of
Type 304 and 321 stainless steel were immersed in baths 1 through 6 for 8 minutes at
' !
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a curr_nt density of 2 amps/square inch and their losses in weight determined. The
data are presented in Table IT.
In other tests, the e!ectropolishing bath, the material, ff,_ lon_th.__oof _ime, vol_age, and
current of elec¢.ropolishing were varied and the amount of metal removed was detcr-
mined by measuring the dian_.eters of t_e rods before and after electropolishing'. See
Table HT. Measurements were made with a vernier micrometer which permitted
measurements to be made to an accuracy of _0.0001 inch. The purpose of these eests
was to obtain an overa_.l picture of the metal removal by electropolishing over a wide
range of operating conditions.
The final tests on determination of metal removal by electropolishing were conducted
on Types 321 stainless steel and a nmrX_r of the high-nickel alloys. Triplicate 3_inch
square samples of the metals were electropolished in bath 10. _ bath was found
best in overall electropolishing performance on the high-mckel alloys; the electro-
polishing conditions were 4 mInutes at 8 volts and 130°F bath temperature. The
samples were carefully weighed before and after e]ectropolishing, and the thickness
of metal removed from one side of the specimens wa_ determined from the equation:
AWt=
(2 A + 4 _ to) p
where
t = thickness of metal removed from one side of the sample
5W = weight loss
A = surf_e areaof one side of sample
& = length of one side of square sample
to = orighmI thickness
p = denslty of alloy
The results of these _sts are presented in Table IV.
3.6 SMOOTHN-_SS OF ELECTROPOLISHED ST_RFACES. Ten-inch long, 3/8-inch
diameter rod,s of Types 304 and 321 stainless steel were electropolished in vendor
baths 1 thzough 4 using the electrolytic test cell. The operating conditions corre-
vponded to those described in Section 2.2 for each electrolyte. The surface smooth-
ness before and after electropolishing was determined with the Mototrace Profilometer,
Model 5, manufactured by the Physicists Research Co., Ann Arbor, Michigan. The
results of the tests conducted on the stainless steel rods are shown in Table V.
15 _ ,
i =
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Samples of the high-nickel al:_oys, 3 ._nches x 3 inches in size were electropoltshed in
bath 10 for 3 minutes. S_rface smoothness measurements before and after electro-
po,ishing were made along &irections t'<_th parallel and perpendtcular to the original
.':oiling or griuding directions of the alloys, and the results are prespnted in Table VL
3.7 ___FECT OF ELECTROPOL.TSHING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES (PHASE iCb
Types 321 and 304 stainless steel alloys were subjected to tension tests both in smooth
and notched (stress concentration factor, I[t = 6.3) configurations to provide value's of
yield and te,_sfle _rength, elongation, and notched-unnotched tensile ratios of the base
metal. The _aterials used in these tests included Type 321 stainless steel sheet,
0.032-inch thick, in the annealed condit.l.on, Type 304 ELC stainless steel sheet, 0.20-
inchthick, in the annealed conditl,._n, arfl Type 304 ELC s_:dnless steel sheet, 0.20-
inch thick, cold-roiled 70 percent. Three to fi_,e replicate tensile tess using lougi-
tudinal coupons were conducted at room temperature and at -320°F, using both smooth
and notched tensile, test specimens having the dimensions shown in Figure 9. The
9. 00 t tmtched coupon yields a stress concen-
] [-[ tration factor of 6.3by virtue of its :
• . _' _ J _ ]_i._o 0.0025-inch root radi_s and 0.20-inchI
_-.00 a_ L0.500 _0.00S _'idth at the root of the notch.
- O. 000 --
t --9.00 17-
I! * _ e "'=0 The notched tension tests were included
2. o0 mea_ure of res_ta_,ce to brittle failure (12).
±IS' Toughness is a property of vital impor-
ry[----f----vk-__ ¢ tance in missile design because missile
_ h-o.oo_.5 hammer caused by rapid disconnect,
• 0. ooos and to vibration from rocke_-engine
Figure 9. Nc,tched aed Flat 2ensile Specimens. firing and quick-closing valves. In
: addition,missiles cantain built-in stress
concentrations of varying degrees of intensity due to welding defects, tool marks,
assembly eccentricities, and random defects in the metal. These conditions all favor
brittle failvxe, andb-come even more severe at low temperature since brittle fracture
is more prone to occur at reduced temperatures (13)
3.7.1 Mechanical Properties Determ/ua_ion. Tension tests were performed on a
50,000 pound Baldwin tensile testing machine at a strain rate of 0.001 inch per minute
to yield, followed by 0.15 inch pe, minute to fracture. Cryogenic temperatures were
maintained by means of a low-temperat, ure chamber which allowed the specimen to be
completely immersed in liquid nitrogen (-320°F) during testing. All data points repm_ted
are the average of at least three tests (see Tables IX, X, and XI).
[
16
, ,. , ":: " _.-....:_,-_,_,._. . .... _: ,':.. .......... •
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To complete the mechanical property evaluation, notched specimens of Type 321
aDnealed and Type 304 stainlese steels in the 70 percent cold-rolled condition were
eiectropolished and subjected to sustail_ed-load notched r_uture tests (14) See Table
V£ The tests were conducted for a period of 2000 hour_J using an Arcweld Model EE
creep rup_,_Lretesting machine The test specimens were subjected to constant loading
of 90 percent of the ultimate tensile strength of the indfvidual alloy. The high-strength
alloy was incl_ed to obtain additional information about the effect of electropolishing
on work-hardened areas ....
3.8 COMPONENTS. Typical components found in propellant _ystems were electro-
polished by the immersion and the impingement method, and subjected to _salt-
atmor._here tes _ing. These components ranged from flexible hoses as small as 1/2
inch in diameter to bellows as large as 12 inches in diameter. Flexible metal tubing,
rigid welded tubing, omega joints, and gimbal jointe were also tested. The components
were selected es typical of assemblies found in liquid propellant missile systems.
Since _ome of the propellant component parts were so large, an outside ven:lor,
Electro Process and Engineering Corp., S_n Diego, Calif., performed _the electro-
polishing. The vendor designed racks and electropolished them in his proprietary
solution, which is a variation of the phosphoric-sulfuric type commonly used on stain-
less steels. Figure 10 shows a portion of the parts electropolished; Figure 11 is a
_cture of the production tank used in the processing of the components. Figure 12
shows a commercial electropolishing unit used for po,Aehing small parts.
o_
- j,
Figure 10. Typical Propellant Components after Electropoli£htng by _
the Immersion Method. The longest part shown, the helium-pressuriza-
tion line, is about 5 feet in length. /
•...._-_,.w.,_,,,,._.... _ ...... ..,,,.._,,--_,.,,,_..,.._.,---_-_'': _.-"-"!'._o.,_ ....... ,_,...,...-._.... -_.._,_,,._._._..,,,_,,,_l_.,,_,,t.--__.:._--m-." ._ _
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The group of components w£re precision-cleaned and tested for liquid-oxygen cleanli-
ness. The total weight and size of particles were measured m_ter electropolishing as
well as the total weight of hydrocarbons present (Tr,ble XI!). The percentage of con-
taminants was within standard cleaning specifications;
i,
3.9 ELECTROPOLISHING OF DISSIMILAR METALS. Panels of T_7_e 304 annealed
stainless steel, Monei, K-Monel, and Inconel were electropolished both singly and
coupled together (see Table XID using stainless steel fasteners of the 18Cr-8Ni type
of steel. The couples were mad e by ove_lapping a one-inch section of two 3 inch ×
3 inch panels and bolting them together with two sets of size 8-32 stainless steel bolts
an0 nu_s, 1/2-inch long, placed two inches apart. This type of mechanically fastened
jo._nt simulates actual production assemblies found in missile propellant dusting systems.
A total of 15 single and 6 dissimilar metal coupled specimens were electropolished in a
number ot' different etectrolyt_sto determine the capability of the baths to polish different
metals when they are coupled _.ogether in the same assembly.
: In addition to the mechanically joined dissimilar metal coupons, a variety of dissimilar
metal coupons were butt-welded together, using the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) wel_ing '
method with no filler metal added. Tkis type of -_'-_. ---_,_ %int is often _mpioyed in missile !
duct_g systems to join dissLmflar metals which are weldable _o each other. The _,_•
combinations which were tested include:
a. Inconel 718 welded +,oType 321 sta_uless steel.
b. Rene' 41 welded to Type 321 stainless steel. _.
c. Hastelloy C welded to Type 321 stainless steel.
d. Inconel 718 Welded to Hastelloy C.
t J
eo Inconel 718 welded to Rene 41.
The test specimens were made by butt welding together 3 inch × 3 inch samples of each _,
of the above metals. Various electropolishing procedures were experimented with in
an attempt to develop techniques which would successfully eleetropolish _th metal_ of
the above dissimilar metal combinafiom as well as each on,c, of the metals taken singly.
3.10 CORROSION TESTING. Corrosion tests were conducted uponboth fiat test
samples and on actual propellant-system components using salt atmbsphere or salt-
spraycabinets for laboratory type accelerated corrosion testing and by placing samples _i
on exposure test racks at the University of California Scripps Institute of Oceanography, _
La Jolla California. At _he Scripps seacoast exposure site, test racks are located on _
a pier25 feet above sea level and directly above the shoreline (see Figur_ 13). '
ear.-- .... _ .... ,_ - _ -,_._. _ii_,_ __j_ ."_ _ -'-, _ _ ":,' '?. '._'_" _: _ q.'
., . • : ,'.,_"; ,._Te_'.,':Le_.,.:,_'-: _,..:J, ' . • , _. . '
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Figure 13. Test Racks Located on the Pier at the Scrip_s Institute of Oceanog-
,, raphy. These-racks urovide actual seacoast exposure for testing electropol_ _
'_ ished samples. "
f
The s_t-atmosphere tests were conducted in a test chamberthat was maintai_.ed at a
constant temperature of 90 :_2°F and a relative humidity of 95 percent. The atmos-
phere in th_ chamber contained 2.3 _ercent sodium ohloride.
The salt spray tests were conducted in accordance with the requirements of Federal
- Test Method Standard Namber 141, Method 6061, and consisted of a 20 percent
sodium chloride solution atomized under pressure to medntain a constant fall-out rate
- : iu a test charaber maintained at 95°F.
Significant seacoas_ exposure and corrosion-test cabinet results are discu;_sed below
and references to peff,._.nenttables and results given.
_._'_':'_':'"_" _ " _' .:-'_- : = _- :-.; "_- • _ ' ' ....... • ' ,-._,_ _"_'_._,_'_N_"_..'_;I,,',,.,' , ,'_
" • '.' -- • ,:_ ..... ---'.- ,'-.-._ '-_':_-_ -',-- .... "_.; "," . .' :" "' "' - "._-:_,' '_._;,:%,, _,;_,_,_i",'_,-:..'."_
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- SEOTION 4
RESUL'2'S AND DISCUSSION
i"
Excellent results were achieved with electropolishing both by immersion and by impinge-
ment. A bath versatile enough to be used with all alloys was developed.
...... _rp _T4.1 DETAILED ANALVSIS AND EVALL_...IO., OF ELECTROPOLISIIING SOLL"rIONS
(PHASE IA). The results prove conclusively that austenitic s£ainless steels can be
eleetropolished successfully ant! economically in acid-type solutions. The "nvestigations
were conducted wi/th Type 32i and Type 304 stainless-steel allos_, using ten different
electropolishing solutions (five of which are commercially available). These electro-
lyres were-_basieally of four types: 1) phosphoric-sulfuric, 2) glycolic-sulfuric, 3)
phosphoric-sulfuric-chromic, and 4) phosphoric-glycolic ac.id solution, The electro-
lyres were ln'.epared and used _n the manner prcsc_be4, by previous investigators, :
since th.is investigation was primarily concerned with selecting and perfecting electro-
_. polishing techniques rather than exploring electrol_e behavior. All ten electropolishing : :
solutions gave s3tisfac_ory results when used with the two stainless steels listed above. _ •
Acid and water concentrations of the ph0sphoric-sulfuric-type baths which s_ isfactorily i "_
electropolish stainless steels are presented in }7.,_gure 14. The preferred, acid concen- :_
trabion for the glycolic-sulfuric acid bath is _given in _'igure 15. The make-up of the
,, j ,J,.
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' Figure 15. E1ectropolishing Electrolyte Composition Range, Pio_ted for Stainles_
i = Steel at: 1 Amp/Square Inch; Temperature Range: 90°C-100°C; Tests Conducted for ,_
: "3 and 5 Minutes. -
':' phosphoric-sulfuric-chromic and phosphoric-glycerine ba_hs that have been success-
fully used bn stainless steel were taken from the literature (9). _ae others were
commercially available. A complete listing of all baths is contaiaed in Section 2.2.
Current density versus voltage curves were plotted for Types 304 and 321 staJnless
steels in the four different types of electropolishing solutions. All the electrolytes
operated in a similar narrow current density and voltage range for the stainless steel
, alloys (see Figures 6 and 7): Satisfactory electropolishing was obtained with all
": _olutions with current densities below 3 aml_s/square inch and at less than eight volts,
which is a practical range for operation in any production cleansing line. Optimum
length of time for electropelishiag by immersion in electrolytes is from 3 to 5 minutes.
Acceptable electropolishing was obtained on all of the electrolytes tested. The phosphoric-
s,_!furic solutions exhibited superior brightness, throwing power (ability to polish re-
ce_sed areas), and resistance to chemical etching. The current density and tempera-
tm-e ranges for phosphorid'sulfurlc baths operating on the stainless steels were less
cr',ttcal.
, __ Electropolishing baths commonly used for stainless steels did not electropglish the
htgh-n_ckel alloys efficiently. Therefore a new bath w_ needed. After many _rtals;
bright smoot_ _urfvces were finally obtained by varying concentrations of phosphoric,
I - , ,_- ..t, --.'n . ' ,,. . _,'. . . . . - .,-;. - . ,'. , .... , ' ,, vil_,g-._@_._.:_,_,P._6'_._:,':,;',',, ." ." . _'.. "_ -"_'_.' ... .,r,,_ " .,'4.,_'.._---v,_Y...o._,s'-_¢';,-_._". ." "
._,..v._-.., ....,,_._-',/_'-_.__.,.._..._g,_._:.:..._:_.,_.,_.,; • ..... _r'.:... ....,. "- o,....... "'_'_,.:','",_ ..... -:.,--" _," •
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sulfuric and chromic acids until an optimum b _th was developed,. This bath co_3isted
of 65 percent (by weight) of orthophosphori_ a,,idd. 15 percent mdfuric, 6 percent
chromic acid and 14 percen_ water. Fedot'ev _ ) in the U. S. S. R. makes ,_se c_ a
similar bath in electropelishing steel alloys. __
A set of operating conditions for the above electropolishing solution wa._ established
for both the immersion method and the impingement metho:l of electropolishiug. U_ing ?
the solution described above fJr immersion electropolishing, the operating conditic_ are:
Temperature: Room temperature to 130°F
Voltage: 6 to 10 volts
Time: 3 to 5 minutes ,.
C athode: I,ead
For the irapingement method, operating conditions are: . _
,xO
Tempera*.ure: Room'_emperature to i;_uF., =
Voltage: 6 to 12 volts
Tim_: _ 2, to 5 minutes/square foot of area
Cathode: ' Stainless steel ,,
Cathode Nozzle Speed: -12ft/minute
Solution Flow Rate: _ 1.0 to 1.5 gal/i-ninute
Data on the comparative amounts of metal rembved from Types 304 ELC and 321
stainless steel when eiectropolished in various solutions are shown in Table 1]. Each
bath was operated at a constant curren_ density of 2 amps/square inch for 8 _dnutes _._
and at its recommended optimum temperature. While the amount of metal removed
•_ried from bath to bath, it is noted that, except for bath 6, both steels underweu*
approximately the same weight loss in each bath. These ,.esults inoicate that T:./p_
304 ELC and 321 stainless ste:els exhibit similar electropotish_ng characteristics
insofar as metal removal is concerned.
Table HI presents an overall picture of the amount of meta! removal to be expected ' _
from wide variations i_ elcctropolishing cor_diti_ns, where the electrolyte, materi-_l,
current density, voltage, and time are varied overrather wide r_nges, _ests 1 through
6 were' performed by a vendor who customarily employs a _dgh voltage (in the ravage of
8 to I0 volts)and consequentlya highcurrent. The metal removal was high (inthe ,
range of 0.002_ inchto 0.0028 _nchfrom the radittsofa :fiB-inchdiameter rod). Tests :
_7 through 26 were perform_d at General Dynamics/Astronautics and yieldedmetal
removal inthe r3nge of0.'0004inchto 0,0017 inch;"thehigheramotmts of metal removal " ::•
=?---===-=
occurringatthe highercurrents and longertimes,ofelectropolishing,Ti_eGeneral _ :,,
I)ynamios/Astronauticstestsshowed that,atIpwer currents and vol_age'_and sho_er :_,,,_
times of eiectropolishing, th_ metal removal was in the range of 0.0004 inch to _
O.0007 inch. • - , - . :j -
..,.'" . ..... "''.,,._,.;.:_,.-_e_,_,._::_,"'r'".. ' ' " "'"'' " "'.':':tv .,,_
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The high-nickel alloys are found to urn]ergo a greater amoun_ of metal removal _uring
electr,}polishing th,m the Type 321 stainless steel (see Table Iv').
For e_m_nple, when Type 321 stainless ste,_.I is combined with the Ren_ 41 alloy, ar,d
_ electropolished in the phosphoric-sulfuric-chromic bath, 0.00_2 inch n_ore met2_ is
removed flora the Rend 4J alloy surfaces tha._ from the Type 321 st',dnless steel sur_
fa_ces. When Type 321 stainless steel is combined with lnconel X, Incom:l 718, and
Haste_oy C alloys, 0, 0001 inch more metal wik_ be removed from _be high--nickel
_,_oys t_hanwill be rems-¢ed from _e s*_-.v2nlcssteel s'_ffaces. ,_ne !uco_o' x-. Incone!
718, and Hastelloy C alloys raay .be coupled to each other and a fairly constant metal
remowl rate will occur ou each of the alloys.
Although the met._] removal is not excess_.ve for any c_¢the alloys tested, the variations
in metal removal rates of the dtssimilar metals must he cor$idered when electro-
polishing comlx_ents thaz include thin-w_dlex] eect!ons in their designs.
Profilome_r measaxements on polished and unpolished T_._ 821 and Type 304 stain-
less steel alloys are given in Table V. T:_e alloys were e,leetropolished with four
different vendor baths. The operating conditlons of the baths are given in section 2,2.
The tL_tare_,eals that a marled improvemen_ in surfa_ smoothness is ob_in_d by
electropolishing L_phosphoric-sulfuric baths. In general the _ype 304 xUoy exhibits
g_eater smoothing characteristics thai the Type 321 sta£_less steel. Average profilo-
meter me_sttrement_, using _ne four types of bath, po_Ashed under identical operating
ranges, are presented graphically in Figure 16 for Type 321.stainless s_el. The
grai%_. rewal that with increased current densi_.y a smoothir_g a_tion _an be expected
from all fouc b_ths and tha_ _ smoothing action is similar _ith all four bar_s.
l_rofflometer measvrement_ were taken before and after electro_lishing on fiat speci-
mens of the high-nicke: alloys. Table VI reveals that no improvement in surface
finish was obtained on _h_-_ealloys by ele_tropollshing, however a very considerable
improvement in brightness a_ re_ectivity was obtained even though the overall smoc_h-
ness was not improved. On examination a metal surface will be £ound consist.ently.
irregular in proZ_ile. For simplicity, these irregu!arities (mteroa_erlties ar_i micro-
recesses) may be referred to as projections aL_ impressions. Elec_tr_lishing
eliminates _he irregular__'ttes by selectively disrolving the proje¢_ons (or leveling),
thus producing brightneas. Jamur (15) refers to leveling of the coarse projections as
n: acropollshing, and _c dissolu_.on of much smallee microscopic irregularities as
micropolishing. When macropolishing and micropolishing take ,_ _ "o slmult_mecusly,
smoo*_hingand brightness _ccur respectively. The degree to which this occurs depends
on the nature of the met&_, the o_ginai smoothness of the surfsce; and on the operat_.ng _
_ conditions of the electrolytic treatment. In cert:An in, Lances, either van occur
_ independently o_the other; thereI'ore, brightness doe_ not always imt_y smoothness and,
alternately, smoothness can exist withont brightness.:
l
_ 24
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F_rure 16. RMSFinish as a Fuuctlonof Current Density, 3 Stainless Steel
_pecimens (Polished for 3 Minutes).
Adequate rinsing is an important phase of the electropolishing process. Corrosion
staining, in many instances, can be attributed to improper rinsing after elevtro-
polishing. Parts that were eorrosion-stvined after polishing were reprocessed with
special emphasis on complete rinsing, and corrosion staining was then eliminated.
Table XV tabulates the results of the four me_ods of rinsing usually associate_ with
• the electropolishing process. Rinse method 4 which consisted of simple water ir_ner-
sion, followed by a forced tap water rinse, and a third rinse in 180 ° demineralized
water resulted in no evidence of entrapped electrolyte in faying surfaces.
, Vacuum drying of the f_st specimens did not show any beneficial effects of removing .
contaminating residuals in faying surfaces.
• 4,2 P_ROTECTIVE COATING TESTS. All candidate materials were first subjected
to cryogenic flexibility testing° The test consist_ of immersing two panels of each :_"
materi_ i_nliquid nitrogen (-320°F), flexing them at that temperature, and allowing '_
the panels to return to room temper_vre. This cycle .was re veated at least fiv._. ._
times.
_':_'_',"T_'. _'''_- ' -. .... _"_" " "., "_:_.._,_t_._,_7._"'_._ _ .?_., .-" " . "; '-,< '-_ 2,,,_?1_..',_,!_" .'. " ," ". * |'-, , .._.,_. _ ,',.,_.', , ,. ', . . • ...._ ,..._ I_ .,,,
,,j '_
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The foUowing tests completed the cvaluation of the coating systems:
a- Hardness. The tes_ pa_e_s were _ubjected to "marking" by _. series of AW Faber-
Castell drawi_ pencils of graduated har0nesses. The hardest grade of pencil that
_,_'dr,o_ _ark the cos_'ing was designated the material's pencil hardness.
b. Flexibility (Room Temperature). The te_t specimens were subjected to a 180-
degree bend over a conical rr,andrel varying in diameter from 3/4 inch to 1/4 inch.
less of adhesion classified the coating material as brittle.
c. Adhesion. A Rondeau-Gardener tesSer was used, It consisted of a cutting edge
attached tc a spring bolted to a carriage. As the carriage is moved over the p_mel,
the cutting edge is forced through the coating. The carriage is slid upward along
an inclined plane, forcing the cutting edge through the coating "_ndgradually
decreasing the cu_2ng action. The average of the "resistance ler_h", ;..e., the
length of thespecimen that is not rcramhed to the bare metal, is reported. Ten
trials were made on each panel.
d. Resistance to Solvents. A measured amount of solvent was placed on the test
material aud allowed to evapcrate. One m_nute after evaporation, _he pencil hard-
ness of the material exposed to the solvent was determined. Tricliloroeth_,le=e.
Oxylene, and Tec 901 solvents were used because _hese solv, mts are usually used
at missi:- sites for cleaning.
e. Water Immersion. Test panels were placed in distilled water at a constant tem-
perature of 100 • 5°F for a period of 600 hours.
f. Weatherometer. Test panels were placed in an Atlas wea_erometer, Model XW,
for 230 hours. The cycle of the weatherometer is 102 minutes of ultra-violet
light and water spray. Initial and final gloss measurements were made with a
; Photovolt Glossmeter, Model 660. The panels were cleaned r_ter exposure and
' gloss measurements were made again.
g. Seacoast Exposure. Panel_ were exposed on the pier at %ripps Instl_te of
Oceauo&raphy, La Jolla, California, for a period of _ days. The panels were
: subjected t_ a combination of salt air, fog, prevail' Jcean winds, a:-_dintense
sunlight. Periodic examinations were made to not_ ,my degradation e_fects due to
any of the above environmental _actors. Gloss measurements were taken before
and after exposure. _'he r_sults of the above tests are presented in Table XIV.
_..3 COMPONENTS (PHASE IB). Various propellant assembly components were
electropolished to determine the versatility of the process. These included flexible
line_, bellows, curved _,_ctions, straight sections, and complex fittings. ,_'1 visible
:_ surfaces were polishe,5 _.¢,a bright, smooth finish.
I__U*-_-_-, - _ .,"_ , . .'.." r:;.*',,"./:,_._ . '
_lI_ _•
' I [ ! "
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The components are positioned i_ the elec;ropolishing bath in such a manner that the
maximum surface area is exposed to the cathode. Whenever possible, the cathode
area should be at least two times the area to be electropolished. The solution operates
most efficiently at this ratio.
The distance between _he anode and cathode is variable and will range from two to
nine inches in most instances. An even greater distance may be necessary on large
components wit," sharp irregular configurations and when a minimum metal removal
rate is desir,_ The electropolishing action is greatest at the points of highest current
density. It should also be noted that higher voltages are required as the ratio of
anode to cathode area is increased to overcome re_" _tance of the solution.
Figure 10 illustrates the complex configurations that make up propellant systems
designed to carry liquid fuels. The flexible sections as well as the rigid piping of the
Atlas propellant ducting system are made of stainless steel. It is these sections that
reqttirethe greatestcare and ingenuityduring :_epolishingprocess. Inthe cases of
bellowssection,for example, itis virtuallyimpossible tobuilda conforming cathode
for polishingdeep recesses so thathydrogen and oxygen gases are not trapped.
Polishingwillnot occur in a gas pocket.
Smceth, brightsurfaces may be obtainedon l_llows sectionswithopen convolutesin
all areas except the extreme bottom sections o ,_the convolute. For obtaining electro-
rolished surfaces 9n all areas of bellows section, it is recommended that the tube :
section be electropolished prior to forming _to the bellows. This is the only reliable
method of obtai,,'ing bright, smooth surfaces in the recessed areas of the convolutes.
There are many advantages in electropolishing as an in-process step during the fabri-
cation or manufacturing oi the propellant components. The material is cleaner and
the possibility of impregnating imparities in the base material during forming is
reduced. The smoothing action does not leave any ridges of metal or extremely small
burrs on the surface a_.d a mechanically clean surblce is obtained that is free from
stressed, torn, or distorted metal thus reducing the tendency to crack during forming
operations. This is a very important factor when forming multiple beUows; electro-
polishing is a method to reduce mannfacturing defects that do not appear tmtfl the
assembly is eomplet_:_l, resulting in major repairs. Bellows formed from electro-
polished tubing have maximum corrosion resistance; i.e., corrosion resistance in
the recessed areas is equal to that of the external areas.
Figure 17 shcws an example of a rather complex design found in propellant systems
that require a chemically and mechanically smooth surface. The interior surfaces
were electropolished by threading a series of copper wires throughout the tubing in
such a manner that they were completely insulated from the outside surfaces. This
may be done by spacing ceramic insulators at areas that wllI contact the side walls
27 _
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• _"'_"" :"_..... " - :..... -':'--- a rigid electropolishing rack
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,_..... .--y_ _.. ;:_ -_ _
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_....,
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=" The anodeare_ should be
• _-_ as large as possible, but
,_ should allow adequate
solutionflowthroughthe
._ part andbe designed so that
: the possibilities of gas
Figure 17. ElectropollshedPropeUant DucUng. This ducUng tr_m_fers pocks, is iseliminated.
missile fuelsat cryogenic temperat_rea. The complexity of _ _
dactlng and its size (approxlr0_tely I0 feet) illustrate the c apablll_y
versatility _ the electropol_shlng process. The electrOpo_Ashed com-
ponents listed in Table X
were subjected to salt atmosphere environment tests to evaluate resistance to corrosion
staining aud pitting. Corrosion staining appeared in isolated areas after 96 hours of
_ testing. The test was completed after 359 hours a_d the components were minutely
examined for corrosion pitting. Stereo-microscopic e_mination of bellows sections
revealed that surfaces electropolished in the "bright range" did not exhtbi_ pitting,
The surfacesthatwere notbright,sucha_ the_uteriorareaofco_.volutes,were cor-
rosionstainedandoccasionallypitted,thoughnotas much as unpolishedspecimens.
More protectioncanbe achievedforthesesurfacesthroughtheuse ofspecialtechniques
such a_ racking _ auxiliary cathodes.
Control sample_ consisting of bellow sections that were not electropoltshed were cor-
rosion stained and pitted to a much greater degree. There was no evidence of corrosion
!- beingselectivein_e tmpolishedbellows,which•againpointedouttheimprovedresist-.
ancetocorrosionoftheelectropolishedsurfaces.
BeLlowsthatwere electropolishedexhibiteda remarkableimprovementinresistance
topittingincorrosiveatmospheres.One reasonforthisisthehighdegreeofsurface
smoothnessdevelopedby electropolishing,Figure18 showsthepolishingac_on (left
_: picture) that occurs on the surface of a bellows convolute compared to an unpolished ,,
: surfaceofan equivalentbellowssection(rightpicture).An electropolishedsurface
_ has less tendency for liquids and particles to adhere to it than an unpolished surface.
" Thus the retention of foreign _ubstances in minute ca,_.ties minimizes the likelihood
of contact corrosion.
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EL ._,CTRCPOLL_HED UNPOLISHED
Figure IS. Comparison _ an Electropolished Surface with an
Unpolished Surfsce. These are photomi¢:ograpbs _. a ero,qs
section of a _rface of an elec_)olishe_, bet_ows section, magni-
fied 250 times (tmetohed). Note that the electropolished surface
shows a high degree of surface smooth_ess.
U_ , _ . ,' " Ob'I'ER SURFACE Figure 19 shows a typical p__tti_g
. _ ... , , _._._ "' OFBELLOWS attack(ata magnification of 250thnes)
.... " " : CONVOLUTE that occurs in unpclished stainless
- _ . _ steel after 368 hours of exposure in
" ":r_--_ the 2.5 percent salt atmosphere test-
• "-_ :--°.. ing chamber. This was obtained on
INNER SURFACE
_n unpolished bellows section and wa_q
OF BELLOWS
CONVOLUTE typical of the attack found on both
interior and exterio r areas of the _=
Figure 19. Typical Corrosion Pitting of Unpolished Surfaces. convolutes. The photomicrograph
This bellows section was exposed for 368 hours in 2.5 percent
salt atmosphere at 95 ° Fo Th.e section is magnified 250 times of the etched Specimen reveals that
and has received a 10 percent oxalic etch to reveal the nature the attack is of a pitting rather than
• of the corrosion, an intergranular nature.
4.4 AUXILIARY CATHODES FOR IMMERSION ELECTROPOLISHING. A_uxilmry •
cathodes were used in electropolishing the propellant components. They consisted
mainly of sheet copper conforme,_ to the configuration of the component. Small wires,
rigid wafers a_ached to a sF.Imc, and wires coated with porous fiberglass were all
used with little success to increase the bright range in rather _close convolutes.
Flexible hoses larger than one-half inch in diameter have been successfully electro-
polished with the use of internal cathodes. On other configurations, 1/2 inch x 12 inch
is the minimum width and depth that can be electropolished without the use of complex
racking.
4.5 CATHODE NOZZLES FoR IMPINGEMENT ELECTROPOLISHING. Speci._l
cathode nozzles are required for impingement electropolishing. Figure 20 illustrates
the typical configuration designed for polishing fiat sheet stock, belto_ sections,
_' curved piping, and ducting. The cathode nozzles were fabricated of stainless steel
and copper. They were made of 3/16- to 1/4-inch-thick plate formed to the contour !
of t_e part to be polished ar_l held within an-area of approximately 20 square inches. ':Y
The distance from the cathede to the anode should be from one to two miUi_,eters. _
All surfaces of the cathode were coated with teflon except the area directly opposite -the to be polished. This area is nsulated from the Work by wrapping the _
.... i; . _ ,_ _ __._ L _ ,_.,f.,__g,_,t_k:_,_,_. t .... _,,. ........
_'" , " . ,, , ."L'._'_.:.,.,".,.'-. '.__ • _,- ' " ' _ .:'_'..'." '
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Figure 20. Imp:Lngem.ent Cathode Nozzles. These perforated nozzles.
were designed to electropolieh the interior and exterior sur_?c _._f
very large ducting lines and fiat surfaces,
nozzle w_th fiberglass cloth and/or by teflon ir -- _ators placed _t _'_ _u_e,: periphery = ,
of the no_._.le, ._'1_ is very important since t_'-- _per_tl_ ,?.._iages possible _ith this
" method can burn a hole through thin wall tu_i $ "sho,-_iug" occurs, The solution
is pumped through the perforated cathode and _ yce_ _n to the _urface of the work
area to be polished.
For example, for polishing fiat sheets or exterior surfaces the perforations will be on
the fiat side of'the cathode disc avd when polishing interior sur£aces the perforations
will be at the outer circumference directly opposite the area to be pelishe_. The
cathode is moved at a speed slow enough to obta_ polishing, but fast eno,_:h to prevent
btvrn/_. Speed of movement is determined by solution flow, solution tem_,_rature_ -
and curren_ density.
4.6 ADVANTAGES OF IMPINGEMENT ELECTROPOLISH_NG.
a. Electrot_.clishing may be selective in natu_-e. Polishing of weldmen_s, for ,mnple,
? can now be accomplished without polts_ng the rest of the l-_z_.
_ b. Because of the _govous washing action of the electrolyte forced on the surface,
__ current densttie_ as high as 3000 amps/square _oo _.are possible, resulting in a
_ smooth, bright, corrosion-resistant finish.
I II | -_ [[[__ IIJ= 11 I II ......
I/iI_r .... _ _..... ;.: : ..... .,..• -_, . _ . . , .... ..,.._.. .... . ...... ¢":. _:.._.o:,,_,,,_=,_,_._;__ _.,: , . ... .,
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c. The need for an electropolishing installation requiring large immersion tanks filled
with expet_siw _oiution, bus bars, and expensive electrical power sources is
eliminated.
d. Size of parts to be elect_opolished is no longer limited. Previously, size of parts
which could be electro cJished was limited by size of tanks available in commercial
electropolishiag facilities. Since parts do not require, immersion, the process can :
• be appl_ed to almost any electropolishing problem.
4.7 PRECISION CLEANING OF ELECTROlr_OLISHED COMPONENTS FOR LI_ f
•_ OXYGEN SERVICE. " After electropolishing, the parts were precision cleaned to meet
the requirements of duct assemblies for fuel and liquid-oxygen service, The r mults
of the "clean--reom _' contaminatien count is presented in Table XL All components
tested we!l within the maximum allcwable contamination values as required by General
Dynamics/Astronautics missile-cleaning specification 0-75002.
: a. The maximum permissible weight of solid part4.eles and fibers, not including hydro-
carbons, shall be 2000 micrograms per square foot. : _ r
b. Fibers shall be less than 2000 microns in length and 350 microns in diameter. _
c. The maximum particle size allowable must be less than 500 microns and there :
must be no more than four solid-uarticles per square foot.
The electrol_'._ished parts did not have to b6 recycled,_nor did they need additional
= cleaning, ultrasonic ffnsing, or :any other cleaning except rinsing with particle-free
tricbloroethylene prior to testing.
4.8 ELECTROPOLISHING DISSIMILAR METAL._. Type 32t and 304 stainless steel
may be coupled with other metals su6h as Inconel 718, Inconel X, Hastelloy C, and _r
Rene' 4] without affecting the electrop0lishing characteristics of the stainless steels.
However, the metal rem_ . rates_may, as noted previously, be different for the
different metals. Experim ,atation proved conclusively that bath 10 is an efficient and
versatile bath. It electropolishedthe widest selection of alloys (coupled and uncoupla-1)
and, perhaps of even greater significance, provides excellent impingement as well
as immersion electropolishing.
Voltage versus temperature curves obtained with bath 10 on the high-nickel alloys
revealed that a minimum voltage (6 volts) was necessary for effective electropo!ishing.
The minimum temperature at which brightness was observed was approximately 115_F.
Rend 41 alloy, however, required a temperature of 150°F at this voltage.- By kncreas-
ing the voltage, temperatures could be decreased to the lower range used with the other _
alloy. The optimum temperature and voltage for electropolishing each of the high- _, _
nickel alloys in combination with Type 321 stainless steel is in the ravge of 8 to 10
volt._ at120 to 130°F (see Figures 21, 22 23, 24, 25). Figure 2_ shows dissimilar _ 1
metal ahoy results. ' _ _ _ ,.
_::. • . _ .:' . " -. " , ._..._...." :'. _.:_'..... ;.,_. :....-, ..,
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Figure 26_ Electropolishing Dissimilar Metal Alloys. This photo-
graph illustrates the degree of brigh_ess and smoothness _min- "
able with eleetropolishing. (The bottom five panels are unpolished.) ;_
Stainless Steel (321), Inconel X, Inconel 71S, Ha_telloy C, and Rene
41 are pictured; these alloys van be polished sivgly or v'hea coupled.
4.9 EFFECT OF _JLECTROPOLISHING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES (PHASE IC).
Tensile and notched tensile (Kt = 6.3) yield and _iongation propertie_ at 78°F and at
-320°F were obtained on samples as received and electropolished samples. They
are presented for Type 321 anuealod (Table IX) _ Type 304 both anne_lod and in the
70 percent cold-worked con:lition (Tab]es X and XI, respectively).
The electro_.olishing process does not ma_rtslly change the mechanical propelTies of
_.healloys tested. Data obtained on _ype 321 indicated a slight decrease in tensile
properties at -320°F; however, there was a marked improvement in toughness at both
ambient and cryogenic ten:perjures. Elongation increased from 2.8 to 4.0 pe_ent
after electro_-_olishing of the 1_pe 304 cold-worked material /at temperatureroom
and increased from 28.6 to 32.5 percent at -320°F.
The notched/unnotc._ed tensile ratio, which is an index of a material's susceptlbili_/to
brittle fracture, remained relatlwly constant s._ter electropolisbing. Theref_re_ we _:
: m_y ._cnclude that electropo]tshtng is nbt detrtmenta_ to the toughness of Type 321 and _
Type 304 sts/_esssteels.
The st_tatned-lond notched rupture test is considered a sensitive and reproducible _ _._'
method ofdete_ the 9resence of h_lrogen embr_ttlement. After 2000 hours of _
• ._: : . _,, _,- _ ,_ .¢- _, .. .._-,_w_r._A ..... ../li_,_,_- _.
_.:'." _ .., -_,_._w_..,,_,,,,,____.;*_L-- "_. . r-,ii¢_ll,
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The electrep_lished high-nickel alloys did not show any a_ack during 800 hours of salt-
spray testing except for two corrosion _ts on the Inco_el X panel. The unpolished
Inconel X panel also revealed a staining cond_:tion, but no pitting after testing for this
length of time (see Table XVII).
The welded electropolished samples _ _re not affected by the salt spray tests, however,
Type 321 sta_inless nteel welded to Ir_onel 718 res,dted in corrosion staining at the weld
in the unpolis_hed condition. Type 321 stainless steel welded to Rene 41 and Hastelloy C
were severely corrosion stained in _he unpolished condition (see Table XVIII). --
test pane_ made of fiat-sheet stock, seacoast exposure tests duplicated the results
obtained in the tubing samples. Where corrosion s_aiuing did occur, it could bc easily
cleaned with 2F pumice and no indications of corrosion pitting was in evidence. This
was true on both Type 321 and Type 304 stainless steel alloys.
The high-nickel alloys Inconel X, Inconel 718, Hastc_Aoy C and Rene 41, in the welded and
unwelded conditicns, did not show any indications of corrostor, attack after 30 days ex-
pasure to seacoast environment. The alloys were electropolAshed wi_ baths 5 and 10.
Type 321 stainless steel panels, electrolcelished by _e impingement method, were :
exposed to seacoast environme_ and proved that impingment of the solution on the
work is an effective means of applying a passive surface On stainless steel. Figures
28 and 29, two panels electropolis.hed by the impingement method, _lustrate the •
corrosion r_sista_ce provided by this method. Exposure timewas 30 days.
1965013040-050
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Figure 29. A _JngleSheet _f 39.1StainlessSteelElectropolishedby
•the Impingement Method. Six differenta_sas were delinea_ with
_. masking tape. One area (bottom leR) was ttsedas a control. Each
of the other areas received a variety of voltages, exposm_e times,
and temperatures. Impingement electropoltshing was shown not to
• be limited to a'uarrow range of operating conditions as is immer-
. _en elect_opolishing.
Type 321 stainless s_el par_Is, eleetropolished by the i_np'mgement method, were
exposed to seacoast environment and proved "_r_timpivgement of the solution on the
work is an effective means of applying a passive surface on stainless steel. Figures
28 and 29, _wo panels electropolished by th_ impingement method, illastrate the
corrosion resistance provided by this method. E_osure time was 30 days.
• : 4.11 PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS (PI4__.SE I_. The coati,__g systems that did
.. not pass the Hquid nitrogen (-320°F) flexibility tests were the MIL-E-7729 enamel
system and an alternate material used for the pr0tect, ion of-steel surfaces, the MIL-
L-7178 nitro-cellulose lacquer system.
The heat-_uring-type resins, flouri__ated-ethylenepropylene, vinylidene flo,_ride, and
modified silicone,s11displayedexcellentpropertiesthroughoutthetestivgprogram.
,_ However, the epoxy and m _odified silicone exhibited the best properties of adhesion
:; and corrosionresistance. Acrylic air-dryformulatio,ns,althoughprovidingless
_ resistane, e to seacoast exposures, can be used as protective coatings for missile
_ propellant systems.
_'_:
_: The results of the liquid nitrogen flexibility test 0n the organic protective systems
• t
/-_: were positive(seeTable XIV).
,_i_,_..',_
• ._" ......_.. , ........ • ...............• . ..._,,__-..'_j'_.'._._.'_'_,-',_-.,._. ,
• • .... ., • .., ..............•._.. _....., . .,. ,..._.-.._..:.:_.,_,'.._:...,:_._, /..-._
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS
1. Of the electrolytes investigated for use in electropolishing Type 321 and Type
304 stainless steels, the phosphoric-sulfuric acid solutions produced the best
combinations of corrosion resistance, smoothness, brightness and resistance
to chemical etching on welded and unwe!ded surfaces.
2. Satisfactory electropolishing on all of the immersion electrolytes investigated
was obtained with current densities less than three amps/square incl_ with
polishing times in the range of three to five minutes. The temperature of the
baths were dependent on the formulation of the el_ ctrolyte.
3. For electropolishing high-nicke! alloys sach as Inconel X, Inconel 718, Hastelloy
C and Ren_ 41, a bath consisting of 65 percent phosphoric acid, 15 percent
sulfu#ic acid, 6 percent chromic acid, and:14 percent water was satisfactory.
The operating conditions of thisbath are quite flexible and polishing occurs over "
: a wide range of temperatures and current densities, i
4. Type 321 stainless _teel, in combination _th the high-nickel alloys, can be
electropolished successfully, however the operating conditions of the bath must
be carefully controlled. Metal retrieval variations of 0.0002 inch per surfac_
may be expected when electropolishing these dissimilar metals.
5. Stainless steel ducting, bellows sections, flexible metal hoses, and tubing
assemblies that make up complex propellant systems may be elect ropolished
by the immersion method. The interior surfaces of small diameter tubing az_ a_
ducting necessitates the use of internal cathodes consisting of wires or rods
insulated from the sides of the part by perforated acio-resistant plastic tt_bir_g
or fiberglass cloth. _ Maximum polishing of recessed areas o_ duct_ng and
bellows sections can best be accomplished by polishing prior to forming.
6o Cleaning tests after electropolishing exlu_bited excellent low particle count -
results when components were subjected to liquid-oxygen cleaning cycles. The
improved smoothness cf the surface does not allow liquids or large particles to
adhere to the surface, thus reducingthe possibility of sinewingthe liquid- _"
oxygen to be contaminated.
_. The impingement method of electropolishing elirain.ates size limitations pre- _
viously imposed on parts to be electropoD-hed since i_ obsoletes large _
immer_ion tanks, bus-bars and expensiw power sources. The surfaces obtained _
by the in_ingement process are smooth, b_ght, and eq, mlly as corrosion re- _!_
sistant as_,_hose obtalned by the immersion method.
,,_ .... . .... . _, :_._-,_.r.,_... . , .,,,
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8. Electropollshing did not show any de teterteus effects on the mechanical properties,
including tougimess, of Type 321 and Type 304 stainless steels. There was no
indication of hy_!rogen embrittlement caused by electropvltshing.
9. Seacoast exposure t_sts, as well as accelerated salt atm,_sphere or salt-sgray
cabinet exposure tests on samples and actual propellant components showed that
electropolishin_ increases the corrosion resistance of stainless ste6ls and high-
nickel alloys in both the unwelded _d welded conditious.
10. Of _he nine types of organic coatings evaluated for protection of prope_.lant ducttvg
at cryogenic temperatures _he air-drying epoxy and acrylic formttlatio_ were •
found satisfactory for large assemblies that cannct be baked and a heat-curing __
modified _ilicone resin was found to be best for small assemblies that can be
bake_.
-i
_ _-
_'_'_-__...._,, , , . , _ " . . .. ,.. ...... ,.._.._.,__--_
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SECTION 6
REC OMM ENDATIONS
Based on experiments and information obtained to date, the following recommendations
ca_ be made: ._
!
1. The phosphoric-svlfvl'ic acid electropelishing baths are recommended for use on
Type 321 _d Type 304 stainless steels to increase their resistance to corrosion
staining and pitting when exposed to salt atmosphere.
2. For electropolishing high-nickel alloys in combination with 321 stainless steels,
a bath consisting of 65 percent olChophosphoric acid, 15 perce, sulfuric acid,
6 percent choromic acid and 14 percent water is recommended.
3. For obtaining maximum corrosion resistance Of bellows, it is re ;ommended that : =
: electropolishing be accomplished whilethe material is inthe straight _ con- '. i
J dition; i.e., after welding bu_ before forming. This is the 0nly reliable method
of obtaining bright, smooth surfaces in the recessed area of the convolutes.
4. For maximum corrosion protection of exterior surfaces of stalnlese-steel pro-
pell_ut ducting and/or components, organic coatings are recommended. A heat-
curing resin 6uch as the modified s_licone is recommended for comparatively !
small assemblie= For large ducting and installations that cannot be baked, the.
air-dry epoxy and acrylic f0rmuLations may be used as protective coatings.
5, It is strongly recommended that the impingement method of electropelishing be
explored a_uddeveloped further, since it has already been proved a superior _
-- electropolishing tool in the preliminary experiments performed under this
contract.
6. _ Despite the fact that no positive results were achieved with ultrasonic-electro- :
polishing, there are enough indications and theoretic_ _-mideposts to warran_ _
further ln#estigation and _development, particularly with regsrd _o the lower _ _ .,_
: frequencies: v_ich were not explored within the _onfines of this contract.
J
43144
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" "Table lI. Comparative Weight Loss by _.-leetropclishing in Various __.
Baths for 8 Min_es. at Current Density of. 2 Amps/Square
Inch (Specimens: 3 Inch Long t_:_s, 3/8 Inch in Diameter)
t
BATH NO. TYPE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHT LOSS TEMPERATURE
(,_rams) (°F)
1 321 0. 47544 125
2 321 0. 58769 = 170
A
3 321 0. 59452 180
4 321 1. 33430 150
: 5 321 0_ 55580 : 230
6 321 " 0:52073 1852.
L
" '" 1 304 ELC 0.46419 125
2 • " 304ELC - - 0.68853 170
J
-: -" -3 304 ELC 0.53102 180
4 304 ELC 1.32450 150 "_
$ .. : L
: 5 304 ELC 0.60362 " 230
: .. 6 304 ELC . 0.92695 185
". z
f i
,g
fr • _
f
:.' _ . _.
• 5-
..,48
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_: Table HI. Metal P_,rrmved by Ele_tropolishing
I i
METAL
ELECTROPOLISHING DIAMETER REMOVED '?
CCNIHTIONS OF RoD FROM =
BATH TEST TIME BEFORE AF_rEK RADIUS
NO. NO. MATERIAL AMPS VOLTS (MIN) (IN.) (IN,.) (In.)
4 ! 321 0.3?57 O. 3707 0, 0025
4 2 321 0, 3756 0. 3704 0. 0026
4 3 321 Not furnished 0.3756 0.3706 0, 0025
4 4 304 ELC by vendor 0.3755 9:.3699 0.002 8
4 5 304 ELC 0.3751 O. 3698 0, 0027
4 6 304 ELC 0, 3750 0.3700 0.0025
2 7 3'04 ELC 10.0 6.0 8 0.3747 0.3725 0.0011
2 8 304 ELC 10.0 6.0 8 0, 3747 0.3728 0.0010
2 9 304 ELC 10.0 6.0 8 0. $732 0.3723 0.0005
2 10 321 10.0 6,0 8 • 0.3743 0.3709 0.0017
_2 11 321 10.0 6, 0 8 0. 3742 0. 3728 0. 0007 -
2 12 321 10.0 6.0 8 0.3743 0.3728 0.0008
7 13 321 8.0 3.5 5 0.3750 %3737 0.0007
7 14 321 8.0 3,5 3 0.3750 0.3740 0.0005
7 15 304 ELC 8.0 3.5 5 0.3750 0.3"37 0,000'7
7 • 16 304 ELC 8.0 3.5 3 0.3748 -, 0.3739 0.00G5
7 17 =321 15.0 4,0 5 0.3750 0,3723 0.0014
% !8 321 15.0 4.0 3 0.3750 0.3730 0.0010
19 304 ELC 15.0 4'.0 5 0.3750 0.3718 0.001.6
7 20 304 ELC 15.0 4.0 3 0.3748 0.373l 0.0009
5 21 304 ELC 5.5 4.0 8 0.,_741 0.3730 _O.0006
5 22 304 ELC - 5.5 4.0 8 0.3740 0:3712 0.0014
5 23 304 ELC 5.5 4.0 8 0.3738 "0.3725 0.0007
5 24 _2! 5.5 4.0 8 0.3750 0.3734 0.000_
5 25 321 5.5 4.0 8 0.3750 0.3742 0.0004
5 26 321 5.5 4.0 8 0. 3750 0. 3734 0.0008 ",.
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Table V. Effect o4 Electropolishing for 8 Minutes on Surface Smoothness i:
(Specimens: 10- Inch Rods, 3/8 Inch Diameter)
BEFORE AFTER
BATH ELECTROPOLISHING ELECTROPOLISHING
NO. ALLOY (Microinches) (Microinches)
1 321 20-30 18-25
1 304 20-30 _ _-13 ___A,
2 321 20-30 14-19 _,
2 304 20-30 14-20
3 321 " 20-30 12-18
t
3 304 20-30 6-9
4 321 20-35 7-11
4 304 20-35 5-8
Table VI. Effect of Electropolishing on Surface Smoothnes_ of
High-Nickel Alloys*
SMOOTHNESS** SMOOTHNESS**
BEFORE ELECTROPOLISHING AFTER ELECTROPCLISH1NG
ALLOY LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE LONGITUDLNAL TRANSVERSE
321 4-6 8-10 6-8 6-12
Inconel X 8-10 9-11 8-10 9-12
Inconel 718 9-11 10-_ 2 7-9 7-?,
Hastelloy C 15-17 15-2_ 15-22 17-22
Rene _41 19-21 17-21 20-25 20-25
* Flat test specimens 3 inches by 3 inches electropolished in bath I0 for three
minutes at 8 volts. Temperature of the bath was 130°F.
** Microinches.
51
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:Table VII. Notched/Unnotched Tensile Ratio
TEMPERATURE NOTCHED/UNNOTCH _:D
TYPE STEEL (oF) TENSILE RATIO
Annealed 321 S.S. 7_ 0.873 _
As received -320 0.785
Annealed 321 S.S. 78 0.939
Electropolished -320 0, _58
At.healed 304 S.S. = 78 0. 905
As received -320 0.875
Annealed 304 8.:8. _ 78 . 0.903
Electropolished -320 0.764
70% Co!d Rolled 304 S. 8. 78 1.10
As -'eceived -320 1.00
70% Cold Rolled 304 S. 8. 78 1.11
ElectropoUshed -32 0 0.993
Table VIH. Sustained-Load Notched Rupture Tests
THICKNESS LOAD
CONDITION (Inches) 90% YIELD RESULTS
; Electropolished* 0.032 32,800 No Failure
Electropolished* 0.032 32,800 No Failure
i Electropolished* 0.032 32,800 No Failure
' Unpolished* 0. 033 32,800 No Failure
Unpolished* 0.033 32,800 No Failure
Electropolished** 0.019 155,700 No Failure
ElectrGpolished** 0.019 155,700 No Failure
Unpolished** 0.020 155,700 N_) Failure
L_npolished** 0.020 155,700 No Failure
* Type 321 S.S. annealed - yield strength 26,500 PSI - duration of test 2"_4 hours
i ** Type 304 S, S. 70% cold-rolled - Yield strength 173,000 PSI - duratiou of test2184 hours
__ • llmf .II I I _IL I I _Z.JlIIIt IIi W i- , " i i i _ i " ti d .= a !
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Table XIII. Dissimilar Metals Electrolx_L_shing Test
c
BA_:H AREA AMP/ TIME _
NO. MATERIAL (IN. 2) VOLTS IN. 2 (ML_.) RESOLTS
SINGLE COUPONS :
7 .304 gS 16 3 2 3 Bright finish
7 K-Mone] 16 3 2 3 Oxide film formed (dull finish) _
7 Incor_l 16 3 2 3 Pitted and uneven i
7 Monel 16 1 3 Polished in areas of high C.D. • i
7 Monel 16 _ 3 Pitted severely •
7 Monel 16 3 3 Polished but mildly pitted : __
7 Monel 16 _ b Polished but still some pitting
i
2 304 SS 16 _ 2 3 Bright polish ._
2 K-Monel 16 20 2 3 Dull finls]" i_ •
2 inconel 16 2 2 3 Dull finish
2 Monel 16 5 2 _ Dull finlJh _; - i
I--
8 304 SS ] 6 4 2 3 Bright polish
8 K-Monel 16 2 3 Pitted and unc,en
8 Inconel 16 4 2 3 Polished with sl!g_t pitting _ :
MEC}IANICALLY FASTENED COUPONS _ --
5
2 304 SS with 28 8 2 3 Stain1_qs s_eel, bright polish;. i
K-Mc,nel K-Monel, dull finish
2 304 SS with 25 8 2 3 Stainless steel, bright polish;
Monel Monel, dull finish
2 204 SS wi_" 28 7 2 3 Stainle3s steel, bright polish; i :
Inconr,'_ Inconel, dull finish
4 ,*_4 SS with 28 - - - Str_inless s_eel, bright finish;
K-Monel K-I_ionel, dull finish '_ "
4 30_ SS wlm 28 - - - Stainless stee), brigkt finish; ;
Monel Monel, dull finish -
4 30_ SS with 28 - - - Stainless steel, bright finish;
Inconel !nconei, smooth and bright
............. ,,,,,,, , -------
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Table XV. Faying Surface Test Resul_ After 300 Hours of Salt-spray Exposure
RINSING FORMULATED
:.
_- METHOD BATHS RESULTS
i i :. Trapped eiectroiyte present
• 1 2 Trapped electroIyte_resent
i _ : 3_ .- , Trapped electrolyte present
1 4 . -- Trapped electrob_e present
= L - ;
' 2 " . = 1- " Wrapped.electrol_,e present :
L
: " "- - e!ect 15_e:.' .- . : 2 -. -- _. Trapped re present
^
2 - " 3 .Trapped electrolyte present
-;= _ 2 4. Tral:pod electrolyte pre_ent-
3 = 1 . S]igt_t trace of electrolyte present _-
3 -. 2: Trapped electrolyte present
- - - 3 - _ 3 Trapped'electrolyte present'
, : : 3 •4 : Trapped electrolyte present "
5
4 1 No trace of electrolyte presentJ
4 2 NO trace of eiectrolyte present
.- =• . . 2
4 _ 3 No trace of-electrolyte present
., 4 4 " ' No trace of electro, lyre present ,
Note: corrosion staining was evident in samples due to the failure.of the _asteners
-in the salt-spray cabinet.
°.
°
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Table XVL. EvaluatiOn of 321 Stainless _eel Butt-welded S_cimens mm-_
After 288 Hours of Salt-spra'F Exposure
SPECIMEN
BATH NO. NO. EVALLATION
i 23 Cort_lon stainingon sui_ace, cleanweld
1 24 Corrosion staini_;on surface, cleanweld
1 25 Corrosion st.e4niug on surface, cleau weld
2 29 _Ight corroslo.,,stainingi_we!d area
i
2 30 Slight corrosi, m st_nin_ in weld araa
2 31 Slight corrr._lon staining in weld area
,
: 3 16 Corrosion staling in _Id area
,. 3 1"7 Corrosion staining in weld area
3 1_ Corrosion st'_ning_" in weld area
4 4 No attack
4 .J No attack, corrosion staining on edge '
4 6 No attack, corrG_ion staining on edge
Not Processed 32 Generallycorrosionstainedar_ pitted :
 i_o_Processed 33 CeneraUy corrosion stainedand pitted
, Not Processed - 0 Gener_ly corrosionstainedand pitted
q
f-
i
_ d0
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Table XVII. Salt-spray R_sults on Unwelded Samples
After 800 Hours of Exposure
MATERIAL RESULTS
Type 321 S.S. ':Polished) 1_'oA_ack
Control Corrosion stain_t
Inconel 718 (Polished) No Attack
Control No Attack
Ip_onel X (Polished.) Ccm'osion pitted on two areas
Control ,¢Jlightly corrosion stained
Hastelloy C (Polished) No Attack
Control No Attack
Reng 4! (Polished) No Attack
Control No Attack
Table XVIII. Salt-spray Resulls on Welded* Samples
After 800 Hcurs of Exposure
MATERIAL RESULTS :
: Inconel 718 and Type 321 S.S. (Polished) No Attack
Control Corrosion stained at weld area
Rend' 41 and Type 321 S.S. (Polished) No Attack
Ccntrol Severe corrosion at weld area
Hastelloy C and Type 321 S.S. (Polished) No A_ack •
Control Severe corrosion at weld area
Inconel 718 and Hastelloy C (Polished) No Attack
Control No Attack
Inconel 718 and Rene _ 41 (Polished) No A,ttack
Control No Attack
* All specimens were butt-welded by the TIG n_ethod in a welding machine with no
filler metal added.
61/62
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APPENDIX A
CLEANING
Cleaning i'_ essential for best electropolishing results. Electropolishing is conducted
in much the same manner as plating, and surface conditions, regardless of base metal,
demrmine to a large extent the degree of got_i s_rfac_s obtained after processing.
Equipme:_t aud materials for clearing are the same as those generally used in the
: metal-fiaishing industry.
: Vapor degr_asing, solvent cle._,_ing, and alkaline cleaning are used to remove surface
soils such as greases, oils, tingerprin_a, and fine solid particles. Grease and oil
films not entirely removed in cleaning are removed in the etectropolishing bath thereby
forming a fi:m on the surface of the solution. If this film is not removed, it will
cause uneven polishing due to the film's adhesion to the parts being immersed in the
bath. This is especially true if the parts are immersed when dry.
Adequate rinsing after cleaning is necessary to prevent carry-over of alkaline solution
wett:mg agents and other contaminating agents in the polishing electrolyte.
Water _oncentration of the electrolyte is rather sensitive and care must be taken that
exc_s_cive "drag in" of water is not eacouttered. A secondary hot-water rinse or a
clean dry-air blast may be necessary if parts are such that the designs include deep
ca_ £ties or traps that can not be adequately drained before immersing in the electro-
polishing bath.
At times it becomes necessary to remove heat scale, weld scale, oxide coatings, and
similar tenacious coatings prior to electropolishing. These are generally removed by
pickling, salt-bath descaling, or by dJ.T blasting or vapor-_oni_g,
Pickling baths are formulated for specific alloys and care must be exercised when
selecting this type of cleaning.
The cleani,,g process sequence and solution make-up to obtain bright parts that arv
free of visible oxide, scale, end other contaminmts on Inconel 718 and Inconet X alloys L
are listed in Tables A-1 and A-2. Vapor degree sing and alkaline cleardng are typical I
processes that are used for all alloys; however, the piclding and bright dip solutions
are e'pecffieally formulated for these alloys. They consist of a 15 percent solution
hydrochloric acJd bath to which cupric chloride i_ added, followed by a_bright dip of
sulfuric acid and sodium dichromate.
A-1
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Table A-1. Inconel 718 Cleaning
OPERATION TEMP (°F) TIME (MIN)
Vapor degrease 180-190 as required
Alkaline clean 170-i90 as required
- Rinse, tap water 17C-190 as required
Picld_ 170-190 5-10
Rinse, tap water room as required
Bright dip room 5-10
Rinse, tap water room as required
Dry 150-200 as required
Table A-2. Preparation of Solutions for inconel 718 and Inconel X
SOLUTION MAT EI_IALS C ONC ENTRATION
Al_mline Cleaner Tap Water as required
Oaklte 61A 4-8 oz/gaI.
Pickle Tap Water as required
" Hydrochloric Acid 14.5-17.5 oz/gal.
, Cupric Chloride 2.5-3,0 oz/gal.
Bright Dip Tap Water as required
: Sulfuric Acid 21-24 oz/gal.
Sodium Dichromate 14.5-17.5 oz/gal. _.
Type 321 stainless steel requires slightly different cleaning solutions. This consists
; of a nitric acid, hydrofluoric acid pickling followed by nitric acid passivating. The
nitric acid passivadng is included on stainless steel, since in production there is
usually an e_ended time lag before further processing is completed. The processing
sequence and solution made up for 300-series stainless steels are listed in 'Fables
A-3 and A-4.
For very stubborn oxide scales, and staining (particularly in we_ded areas) it may be
necessary to remove the contaminants by abrasive blasting. Wet abrasive blasting
or vapor honing with a 100-mesh silica grit is recom,nended for use on stainless steel
• and high-nickelalloys.
i A-2
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Table A-3..'Processing Operation for Type 321 S%ainless Steel,
F_stelloy C, and Ren_ 41
OPERATION TEMP (°F) TIME (MIN)
Vapor Degrease 170-19_ as required
Alkaline Clean 170-190 2-10
Hot Rinse 170-190 3-5 ;
Stainlees Steel Pickle #1 60-130 10-20
Rinse Tap Water room 3-5
l
Passivate room 15-60
l_e room 5-10
Dry, Circulated Hot Air 150-200 as required
Table A-4. Solution Preparations
SOLUTION MATERIALS CONCENTRATION
Alkal_e Cleaner Tap Water as required
Oakite 61.% 4-8 oz/gal.
Stainless Steel Pickle No. 1 Tap Water as required
(Chrome-Nickle Alloys) Nitric Acid 20-34 oz/gal.
Hydrofluoric Acid 2-4 oz/gal.
Passivate Tap Water as required
Nitrt_ Acid 26-36 oz/gal.
Sc_lum Dichromate 1/2-3 oz/gal.)
The process used in preparing samples for test specimens is as follows:
a. Degrease part as necessary.
b. Blast part.
c. Rinse loose abrasive from part with tap water.
The following results should be achieved without causing abrasions that interfere with
operational movements:
a. Blasted parts shall have a clean, dull, uniform surface.
b. Part_ shall be free of all loose abrasive.
A-3
I
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To determine _he effect of cleaning prior to electropo _l!shing on the corrosion resist-
_ ance of the pol_ished surface, test panels were prepared with four different eleauh_
methods, electropolished, and submitted Losalt-spray testing. The test consisted of
electrop01ishing Inconel 718, Inconel X, H_steUoy C, Rene' 41 and Type 321 stainless
steel alloys after each of the following cleaning procedures: solven_ cleaning, alkaline
cleaning, chemical pickling, :_d vapor honing.
The test specimens were electropolished in the phosphoric-sulfuric-chromic bath at
e_ht volts for four minutes at 130°F.
The test specimens were exposed to accelerated corrosion tests in a salt-spray chamber
at 95°F with an atomized solution ef 20-percent s_lium c_loride. The test was con-
ducted in accordance with Method 811.1 of Federal Test Standard 151a.
After 800 hours of salt spray testi_g _1 tbe electropolished samp!es were unaffected.
This impressively demonstrates that e_ch of the abe, _ methodj3 of cleaning prior to
electropolishing are acceptable. The choice of cleaning method is dependent on the
surface conditio_ oi"the metal. If the base metal is free of scale and oxides, only de-
greasing is necessary. If chemical cleaning is necessary, ,_lectropolishing will pol_h
the etched surface. Stubborn weld scale can be vapor-honed prior to polishing. It is
necessary to use the above methods of cleaning since removal of scale is uneven or
nonuniform in eleetropolishing baths and pi_ing results at metal sites exposed first,
wh_le scale remains on ether si_es. Correctly formulated pickling baths will not
_issolve the base metal, but will attack the surface scal.e regardless of its thickness
or chemical composition. (15)
Representative specimens of Type 321 stainless steel were examined by electron micro-
scopy after pickling, passivating, and eleetropolishing. These specimens were com-
pared with specimens that received the standard pickling and pessicating treatment.
The electropelished specimens were examined by means of dry-stripped collodion
replicas, shadowed with palladium at an angle of approximately 45 degrees. The un-
polished specimen was too rough to permit this technique to be used. Instead, a
first-stage replica was made using nitrocellulose film moistened with amyl acetate.
This was strong enough to be stripped easily from the specimen surface. This replica
was then shadowed with palladium at 45 degrees, after which a carbon film was deposited.
The nitrocellulose film was dissolved in amyl acetate. The pre-shadowed carbon film
was then examined in the electron microscope.
Both techniques provide negative replicas of the surface to be examined; that is pro-
trusions from the replica correspond to depressions in the specimen surface, and vice
vers_.. The photo micrographs h=ve been processed so that the shadows produced by
surface irregularities are black, just as are shadow_ o_ objects in sunlight. Thus in
Figure A-l, the electropolished surfac_ shown is extremely even, with only the
faintest indications of changes in reli_ between grains. Intergranular fissures have
i i
 ii'2 A-4
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..... been completely removed, and only shallow
..... :, _ depressions of the order of 0, 2 microns
• " _ -= (8 microin_hes) are seen around a few
•. ' . ' , o particles in the matrix. Knowing the _ngle
• , of shadowing to be apprcximately 45°, the
height of an object above the replica sur-
- •, .... , •,., _ . face is approximately eq_ml to the length _._
, _ of the shadow it casts. If, however, the "_'_;....
/' ': grMn-boundar;, areas in the replica have ',
bent over after stripping, due to lack of _
_ " _exural strength in the thin plastic film,
; _ , auy height so calculated will be less than !
,. , - -_- the true height, and the intergrauular
_f cracks in the metal will be deeper than
..._-_ _ ' l./1 calculated.
. , • " In contrast, an electron photo mtcrog_ ;.ph
Figure A-1. Electropolishing. Electron photomicro- of the unpolished _ckled and passivate_,
graph of normal 321 Stainless Steel (pickled and pass- specimen, Figure A-2.. shows the girth
lvated; magnification, 6000 tim_s) that has been electro- boundaries raised above the surface of
poilshed. Note that potential corrosion sites have been the replica. Since they produce shadows
virtually eliminated. The two spheres shown are for
purposes of measurement, across the adjacent grains. Hence, it is
determined tha_ the grain boundaries in• : ' the pickled and passivated metal have been• i' _!_ " ,
": _:'__m eroded to a depth of more than one micron
• _' _ (40 microinches) in some places. Sm_ll
•". " , _,_ :"o" surface irregularities are als_ visibl_° " _ ! the generally smooth grains. These may
_" , - " . _ _ " ,Z " be extra phases in the metallic matrix,
_:_ _ -'-_° . or may be surface contamination. No
_',.,_:,_:_ ":__._ " attem_ was made to identif T these irregu-
• " _"_:. larities. Surface relief of this magnitude
_ is sufficient to provide opportunity for
___ retention and concentration of corrosive
-, ' ' _0 ° materials at the grain boundaries.
_', , , _ This sensitive area is then susceptible to
_ i .' " ' _he irdt_ation of corrosion pitting and may
P ": "' explain one of the reasons why electro-
__i_ ............................ •........ polished surfaces are resistant to
Figure A-2. No Electro_oltshing. Electron photomlcro- corrosion.
graph of normal unpolishe_ 321 Stainles_ Steel (pickl(_ ._
and passivated; magnification, 60U0 times). Note re- _,_
cessed areas which entrap corrosive elements, and _
result in corrosion.
A-5/6 _
......... _ ............... ..... .L
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AHPENDIX B
EQUIPMENT SETUP FOR HvIMEBSIONELECTROPOLT_HING
Equipment setup an_ handling of work as to racking are similar to electroplating except
that the material to be electropolished is connected to the positive lead from the direct-
currcnt source. Th,_, the mate_al is the au_le in the electro!_c circuit. The
cathode is connected to the negative terminal of the direct-curreut somce and may be !
any metal or carbon that is chemically re_Jistant to the electrolyte. The individual
_,_athodesare placed so tl_ burrent distribution is as uniform as possible.
The Battelle Electropolishing Process (16) for stainles_ ste_l requires the following
equipment:
a. Alkaline cleaner tank (ndld steel) for temperab_res of 180 to 200OF, equipped with
bottom drain (flanged), _mdalectric heaters for steam platecoils and thermostat.
b. Cold water rinse tank (mild steel) equipped with dam-type overflow _ bottom
drain.
c. Battelle acid tank (mild steel, No. 8 chemical lead-lined), to operate at 75 to
130°F with lead-coated immersion heaters (General Eiectric) and thermostat. The
tank should be insulated with 1 inch of fiberglass, covered with black iron (10
gauge), _ud equipped with propeller mixer (electric), plastisol-coated, for agitation.
d. Cold water rinse tank (same as Item b except that it is lined with 3/32-inch PVC). :-
e. Dilute acid tank (mild steel, lined with 3/32-inch PVC) _u operate at room
temperature.
f. Cold wa_er rinse tank (same as Item b).
g. Hot water rinse tank (mild steel, lined with CPD. 10 neoprene 3/32-inch PVC) to
operate at 180 to 200°F by electric immersion heaters (stainless steal) or stainless
steel steam platecoils and thermostat.
h. Udylite selenium rectff,ers, rated at appropriate ampere capacities to accommodate lip-
300 amps/square foot at 18 volts, _utegral regulation with variable stepless control
from 0 to 18 volt_ (one each for Tanks 3 and 5L
The size of the parts determines suitable tank dimensions and recttller capacities as _ !
well as heater ar_i steam-coil units, i
Operating instructions are given -_th the bath; however, included here are comments _
on operation from the BatteUe process that are typical of the controls ._ecessary to _ /
obtain good e._eetropolishtng results.
1965013040-080
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' TYPE 302 (AND OTHER 300 SERIES) STAINLESS STEEL
' - For these steels, }he _.emperatu.re of the fresh bath is kept between 170 and 190°F, and
_he _pecffic gravity is 1:71 to 1.72 as measured at _e operating temperature (if the
specific gr_,;_ty is lower', the bath is heated as previously described).
"i
The current for the tauk load is adjusted to 250 to 350 amps/sq'_.re foot (1.7 to 2,4
amps/sq_.re Nch); the tank is kept in continued u._e, the-oNy control being the addition
of fresh bath to replace drip_gout. The specific grz;_ty increasesslowly and is allowed
to reach 1.74 to 1.76. At this point _e t_Lk is oper_ug at 190 to 200°-F _ the
: dissolved iron from the _"- "wo.._ is about three_pereent (by weight) of the bath. The bath
• , is maintained_thereafter at this oper'ating level. : _.
._T .U]_nT'a1"G - _.....
::' Sludging:results: f_om the p,_ipltation of nickel avdiron salt_ ami:.accounts for'about
• 10 to_dO percent of the mel_./Rissolved from the material; depending Onoperating
::_ ! _ " conditions. _ _n_ S!_dge set_les_toi_e bottom of the tank and requires occasional " :
/ : removal. In :a_75()-gallo_tank, _op_rating a_ the heavy load of 10 amps/gaHon, three
shifts Per day,_:using 0ne progr_am for Type 302 stainless steel, 14 inches of sludge :
:_ , -_ wero 'forme_l:ini0 monl,hs ofoperation.:
:Iron'd_s01ves in the=III v_.lenee, state from the work during elect_Imlis .b!ng. This
;_ ferric iron.is soluble in th_ eldctropotishing bath, and iS r:educed at the cathodes to :
: ferrousiron. Ferrous salfateisinsolubleintheelectropolisliingbarnand sludges!.
out. To promote the most effective removal of iron by slu_gi_g, the cathode-current
i _ density should he'less than 80 amps/square foot. Ferrous sulfate may form a crust ;
i _ on thecathodes.ThlswiL_causethetankvoltagetoincrease;consequently,the
:_ crust must be removed by raking th, cathodes out and dissolving the cr_t inhot water.
_ " : No referenceismade tothedissolved-chromiumconcentration,Chromium doesnot
_ precipitate, a_ with the dragoutan__/or "decant and replacementprocess" of contrsl,
: : the chromium concentration is taken care of_automatically and Should remain at aLout '
¢, ,,
_ O.8 to1.5percent. :
'_- _,_ ECONOIVHCS
:_ _ One advantage in Oectropo_As_ng isthesavingsintimewhich can be *ransferred ,
_'_ directly into cosN. Normal electropolisMng is a short operation, the average:time
_:_ being from four to eight minutes. I>recleaning cycles are reduced since- degreasing
_r mild alka!_ne cleaning is usually all tha'tJs necessary prior +.opolishing. Chemical•_
• i!i_ ,
costs _should be less) s!n_e pickling and passtvating are not necessary.
.... ..: , !! : i
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Parts cannot •be immersion e!eetropolished as each part must be positioned individually
on a rach. Special racking with conforming cathodes in irregular-shaped designs is
requir=_ to obtain polishing in recessed areas. Racking of the parts are similar to
the racking encountered, in chromium plating.
Consistant results will be obtained, since close control of time,, temperature, and
current density is required.
Table B-1 lists some/_ypieal ducting bellows, :Tex2bie hoses; and couplipgs used in
the test program shows .the costs of _he electrbPolishing process at a commercial
ir_t-1_!ation. These prices did include some special racking, but did not include any
packaging.
Table B-1. Electropo!ishing Costs
PART NAME DIMENSION:(IN. ) PRICE ($)
Bellows !0-3/4 ID x 9-3/4 L 5o25
: 6 ID × 4-1/2 L 2.00
: - 4 ID'×4-1/8 L i.50
-" " " i! ID ._10-1/4 L,+ Flange -- _.5.O0
2-5/8 ID x 7/_ L 1.0O
, J-3/4 ID. x 3-1/2 L 1.00
Flexible Hose 4-1/2 I15 × 38 L 25.00
2 ID x 33 L 20.00
121/2 ID v 14L 8.00
• 1 ID × 50 L 10.00 :" i.
3/4 ID × 26 L 15.00
3/4 ID × 2$ L 10. O0
: Tubing 2-3/4 ID x 51.5 L 15.00
(per Linear Foot 1.50)
Coupling Assorted parts 10.00 --
The Electro Process and Engineering Corp., S_u Di6go, California, has been electro-
polishing production and test components for missile and space vehicles since 1959.
Stainless steel valves, manifolds; complex ho _uaings, and miscellaneoussmall parts
are being elect!epolished for both Atlas and Titan missile systems. Parts are being
electropolished for various reasons which include: deburring of Sharp edges, to
prevert galling of threaded parts or close fits, to remove discoloration due to heat
treatment or welding, and to improve corrosion resistance.
6
L'
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Listed in Table B-2 are typical e)mponents that are presently being electropolished
during this program.
Table B-2. Typical Electropolishing Production Parts
MISSILE SYSTEM PART _\_ME PART NUMBER
ALlas ICBM Pro_llnnt U_Hzation 7-43450-803
Manometer Housings & 7-43450-801
._21atedHardware 27-43014-501
27-43015-501
: 55-43006-501
:- Manifold and Atilached 27-24033-9
Imeting
LO 2 Boil-off Valve 27-80758-I :
Hub Assembly
Titan ICBM Valves _
4" Valve Body 10381
3" Valve Belly 10002
u. 3" Valve Body 10385
:= 2:' Valve Dgdy 10003-1
1-1/2" Valve Body 10389 .
1/2" Valve Body 10403
1/2': Valve Body 10122
Mandrels and Large S-760-3
i Sub Assemblies S-7472
} S-7163
. S-700-2
i 10124
10383
